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1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be the closure of the nilpotent conjugacy class in the n = nm
matrices g over an algebraically closed field k, whose Jordan form has
blocks of sizes given by the transpose mt of the partition m of n, where
t  4m s a i N m G j . We give a construction that conjecturally produces aj i
w x Ž .basis for the coordinate ring k X of X see Conjecture 40 valid inm m
arbitrary characteristic. This conjecture is proven when the partition m is a
hook or has two parts.
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SHIMOZONO AND WEYMAN2
The varieties X have been extensively studied. Their equations arem
w xknown in characteristic zero 38, 40 . In arbitrary characteristic they are
normal and have a resolution of singularities q: Z “ X such thatm m
i Ž . w xR q# O s 0 for i ) 0 8, 20, 28 . For any fixed m, the coordinate ringsZmw xk X have a universal basis over any algebraically closed field k; that is,m
w x w xthere is a Z-form A of C X such that A m k ( k X for everym, Z m m , Z m
w xalgebraically closed field k 28 .
Our approach to the construction of a basis exploits the structure of the
w x Ž .ring k X as a rational graded G s GL n, k -module. Matrix conjugationm
w x w xinduces a graded action of G on k g and k X , and restriction ofm
w xfunctions gives a canonical ring- and G-module epimorphism k g “
w x w x w xk X . Moreover, each of the coordinate rings k g and k X has a goodm m
w xfiltration 8, 28 , that is, a filtration by G-modules whose filter quotients are
isomorphic to direct sums of Schur modules.
w xWe first construct a basis B of highest weight vectors for C g , that is, a
w xU w xbasis of the U-invariants C g in C g , where U is the unipotent subgroup
of upper unitriangular matrices in g. The dimensions of the subspaces of
w xU-invariants in C g of a given dominant weight in a given degree are
w xencoded in the graded character of C g . It is decomposed explicitly as a
sum of irreducible characters using a Cauchy formula and the
Littlewood]Richardson rule. This Cauchy formula arises from a filtration
w xof C g given by bitableaux, a construction which in this case was known to
w xYoung and was later generalized by Doubilet, Rota, and Stein 9 . Given a
combinatorial datum from the graded character decomposition, we con-
w xstruct a corresponding U-invariant in C g expressed as an explicit Z-linear
combination of bitableaux. These U-invariants comprise the desired basis
w xUB of C g .
For a given partition m, one would like to choose a distinguished subset
w xUB of B that forms a basis of C X . Let b be the multiplicity of them m m , a, d
irreducible G-module S of highest weight a in the dth degree componenta
w xC X . These multiplicities are encoded in the Poincare polynomialÂm d
P q s q db . 1.1Ž . Ž .Ýa , m m , a , d
dG0
Ž n. nMuch is known in the case m s 1 , where X is the cone of allŽ1 .
w xnilpotent matrices in g. In a pioneering work, Kostant 19 showed that
X n is a complete intersection cut out by the fundamental G-invariants inŽ1 .
w x w x w xC g . Using this fact, Hesselink 15 and Peterson 29 independently gave
Ž . w xna formula for P q , which was observed by Gupta 12 to coincide witha, Ž1 .
w xa Kostka]Foulkes polynomial 27, III.6 . But the latter polynomial has a
w xcombinatorial description due to Lascoux and Schutzenberger 24 . ThisÈ
w xgives a second formula for the graded character of C g . It is easy to guess
w xnwhich terms in this formula should survive in passing to the factor C X .Ž1 .
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Using a bijection between the two indexing sets given by the two formulas
w x nfor the graded character of C g , a distinguished subset B of B isŽ1 .
w xUn nobtained. Indeed, B is shown to be a basis of C X . Linear indepen-Ž1 . Ž1 .
w xdence is achieved using the straightening formula for bitableaux 9 .
For general m, we give a conjectural description of the coefficients bm, a, d
that generalizes a formula for the Kostka]Foulkes polynomials due to
w xLascoux 21 . Let a be a dominant integral weight whose associated
w xhighest weight module occurs in C X . For such weights one may writem
Ž n. Ž n.k s ya and l s a q k . To each column strict tableau of content kn
Žand shape l, we associate a partition of n called its catabolism type see
.Section 8 for the definition . We conjecture that b is the number ofm, a, d
Ž n.column strict tableaux S of shape l, content k , and charge d, whose
catabolism type dominates m. We also associate to each such tableau S a
G-module homomorphism from the Schur module S to a factor ofa
w x w xC X , and conjecture that these maps realize a good filtration of C X .m d m d
These conjectures are proven when m is a hook or two-row partition.
Let R be the coordinate ring of the schematic intersection of X withm m
the diagonal matrices. Our problem is closely related to the construction
of bases for R that reflect its structure as a graded module for them
w xsymmetric group S 2, 13 . More precisely, let a be a dominant integraln
w xweight occurring in k X with a s y1, and let l be the partition of nm n
given by l s a q 1. The multiplicity of the irreducible S -module of thei n
t w xtranspose shape l in the dth degree component R , is b 40 .m m , a, dd
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives combinatorial defini-
tions. Section 3 recounts properties of Schur modules. In Section 4
combinatorial formulas are derived for the decomposition of the graded
w x w xncharacters of C g and C X into irreducibles. Section 5 reviews the1
notion of a bitableau, which is then used to construct many U-invariants in
w x w xU w xUnC g . From among these, bases for C g and C X are chosen in1
Sections 6 and 7, respectively, with the help of the graded character
formulas obtained in Section 4. In Section 8 the notion of the catabolism
w xUtype of a tableau is introduced, and a basis for C X is given when m is am
hook or two-part partition.
w xIn Section 9 it is shown that universal bases exist for k X . In Sectionm
9.2 the notion of a good filtration is used to extend the aforementioned
w xU w xbases of C X to bases of k X for special m in arbitrary characteristic.m m
The Appendix contains proofs of some technical combinatorial results.
2. COMBINATORIAL PRELIMINARIES
Young tableaux are used in this paper to index bases for various
G-modules and to give various multiplicities, including the constants bm, a, d
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mentioned in the introduction. With this in mind, this section starts with
definitions for tableaux. This is followed by a review of several operations
on tableaux that are defined in terms of the Knuth or plactic equivalence.
The section concludes with a detailed discussion of several concepts
Ž .related to the Littlewood]Richardson LR rule, a key component of the
graded character formulas in Section 4.
An alphabet is a totally ordered set. Its elements are called letters. The
two alphabets we use most often are the positive integers and the interval
w x  4 w xof integers 1, n s 1 - 2 - ??? - n , which will be abbreviated to n . A
subalphabet is a subset of an alphabet with the inherited order. A word is a
finite sequence of letters. A subword is a subsequence. If w is a word in
<the alphabet A and B : A, the restriction w of w to B is the subwordB
Ž .of w consisting of the letters of w that are in B. Let rev w s ??? w w2 1
denote the reverse of the word w s w w ??? , where the w are letters. The1 2 i
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .content of a word w is the sequence content w s m w , m w , . . . ,1 2
Ž .where m w denotes the multiplicity of the letter i in w. A standard wordi
Ž n.of length n is one of content 1 .
Ž .A composition a s a , a , . . . is a sequence of nonnegative integers,1 2
< <almost all zero. We write a for the sum a q a q ??? . A partition1 2
Ž .l s l G l G ??? is a composition whose entries weakly decrease. Let1 2
Ž . Ž .l l denote the length number of nonzero entries of the partition l. In
this paper it is assumed that partitions have length at most n. The
dominance partial order on partitions l 2 m is defined by l q ??? ql G1 i
m q ??? qm for all i.1 i
A diagram is a finite set of pairs of positive integers. The Ferrers diagram
of the partition l is defined by
D l s i , j 1 F j F l . 4Ž . Ž . i
If l and m are partitions, define the skew diagram or skew shape lrm by
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .the set difference lrm s D l y D m , provided that D m : D l .
Let n denote the partition whose diagram is given by the 180-degreeÄ
Ž n.rotation of the skew diagram n rn . Explicitly, n s n y n forÄ1 i 1 nq1yi
1 F i F n.
A tableau of the skew shape D in the alphabet A is a map T : D “ A.
We use the English convention for depicting tableaux, in which the tableau
T is viewed as a partial matrix in which the entry in the ith row and jth
Ž . Ž .column contains the letter T i, j for i, j g D. The tableau T is column
strict if the entries of T weakly increase in each row from left to right and
strictly increase in each column from top to bottom. If T is a column strict
<tableau in the alphabet A and B is a subinterval of A, let T be theB
column strict tableau consisting of the letters of T that are in B. The
Ž . 2 1 irow-reading word of T is defined by word T s ??? u u , where u is
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the word obtained by reading the ith row of T from left to right. The
Ž . 1 2 jcolumn-reading word of T is the word colword T s ¤ ¤ ??? , where ¤ is
the word obtained by reading the jth column of T from bottom to top. The
content of a tableau is the content of its word. A standard tableau is a
column strict tableau whose word is standard. For each composition a , let
Ž .the key tableau K a be the unique column strict tableau of shape l and
content a , where l is the partition obtained by sorting the parts of a into
Ž .weakly decreasing order. Explicitly, the jth column of K a consists of the
numbers i such that a G j. For a partition l, the ith row of the keyi
Ž .tableau K l consists of l copies of the letter i.i
Ž .The Knuth equi¤alence also called the plactic equivalence relation ;K
on words is the transitive symmetric closure of relations of the form
uxzy¤ ; uzxy¤ if x F y - zK
uyxz¤ ; uyzx¤ if x - y F z ,K
w xwhere x, y, and z are letters and u and ¤ are words 18 . The Knuth
equivalence satisfies the following properties:
Ž .K1 Knuth equivalent words have the same content.
Ž . Ž .K2 The row- and column-reading words of a skew column strict
tableau are Knuth equivalent.
Ž . Ž .K3 For every word w there is a unique column strict tableau P w
Žof partition shape whose row-reading word or equivalently, whose col-
.umn-reading word is Knuth equivalent to w.
Ž .K4 Knuth equivalence is preserved under restriction to subalphabets
that are subinter¤als.
Ž .Let w s w w ??? w , where w is a letter. Denote by Q w the recording1 2 N i
w xtableau of the Schensted row insertion of the word w 34 , that is, the
w xunique standard tableau in the alphabet N such that
shape Q w s shape P w w ??? wŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .w x1, k 1 2 k
for all 1 F k F N.
By abuse of language we often refer to the Knuth equivalence class of a
Ž . Žskew column strict tableau instead of that of its row-reading or column-
.reading word.
w xLet T be a column strict tableau of partition shape in the alphabet n .
Ž . Ž w x.The e¤acuation ev T of T with respect to the alphabet n is the unique
w xcolumn strict tableau of partition shape in the alphabet n such that
<shape ev T s shape P T 2.1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .w x w nq1yr , nx1, r
for all 1 F r F n.
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EXAMPLE 1. Let n s 5. A column strict tableau S and the intermediate
Ž < . Ž .tableaux P S involved in the computation of ev S are given below.w k , nx
1 1 2 5 5 2 2 4 5 52 3 4< <S s P S s P S s 3 3Ž . Ž .w1 , 5x w2, 5x3 44
3 3 4 5 5 4 4 5 5< <P S s P S sŽ . Ž .w3 , 5x w4, 5x4
1 1 2 2 3
5 5 3 4 5<P S s e¤ S sŽ .Ž .w5 , 5x 4
5
w xSuppose w is a word in the alphabet n . Denote by wa the reverse of
the word obtained from w by replacing each letter i by the complementary
letter n q 1 y i.
w x w xTHEOREM 2 25 . Let w be a word in the alphabet n .
Ž . Ž .1 w is the row- resp. column- reading word of a column strict tableau
Ž .of the skew shape D if and only if wa is the row- resp. column- reading
word of a column strict tableau of shape gi¤en by the 180-degree rotation of D.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..2 P wa s ev P w .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..3 Q wa s ev Q w .
The symmetric group on the alphabet A has an action on words in the
w xalphabet A that factors through Knuth equivalence 25 , which we recount
here. Let r be a permutation. Consider the following operator on words
Ž .also denoted r called the automorphism of conjugation or plactic permu-
tation operator corresponding to r. Suppose first that r is the transposition
Žs of the letters r and r q 1. Let w be a word. Viewing each letter r resp.r
. Ž .r q 1 in w as a right resp. left parenthesis, perform the usual matching
of parentheses, ignoring other letters. Say that an occurrence of the letter
Ž .r or r q 1 in w is r-paired resp. r-unpaired if it corresponds to a matched
Ž .resp. unmatched parenthesis. The subword of r-unpaired letters must
aŽ .bhave the form r r q 1 . Define s w to be the word obtained by replacingr
aŽ .b bŽ .athe r-unpaired subword r r q 1 of w by r r q 1 .
EXAMPLE 3. Let r s 2. A word w, the r-parenthesization of w, and the
word s w are given below. The r-unpaired subwords are underlined.2
w s 2 3 3 2 1 3 2 2 4 2 1 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 3
. Ž Ž . Ž . . . Ž . . Ž . . Ž Ž . Ž
s w s 2 3 3 2 1 3 2 2 4 2 1 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 32
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Ž .Note that if w contains the same number of r 's and r q 1 's, then
s w s w. For an arbitrary permutation r and factorization r s s s ??? sr i i i1 2 p
of r into adjacent transpositions, define r w s s s ??? s w. The proof ofi i i1 2 p
the following theorem appears in the Appendix.
w x Ž .THEOREM 4 25 . 1 The plactic permutation operators s satisfy ther
Moore]Coxeter relations for the symmetric group, and hence define an action
of the symmetric group on words.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..2 content r w s r content w .
Ž .3 Let T be a column strict tableau. Then there is a unique column strict
Ž . Ž .tableau rT of the same shape as T such that word rT s r word T .
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 P r w s rP w .
Ž . Ž . Ž .5 Q r w s Q w .
Ž . Ž .6 Let B be the minimal inter¤al such that r i s i for all i f B. Then
Ž . < Ž < . Ž . < c < c cr w s r w and r w s w where B is the complement of B,B B B B
< < Ž Ž . < c < c.and the subwords r w and w resp. r w and w occupy the sameB B B B
positions in the words r w and w.
Ž . X X X7 Let w s u¤ and r w s u ¤ where u and u ha¤e the same length.
Then r¤u s ¤ X uX.
w xFrom 24 we recall the definition of the charge, a Z -valued function onq
words. Suppose first that w is a standard word of length n. Affix an index
c to the letter i in w according to the rule that c s 0 and c s c if ii 1 i iy1
appears to the left of i y 1 in w and c s c q 1 if i appears to the righti iy1
of i y 1 in w. Let
charge w s c q c q ??? qcŽ . 1 2 n
Next, if w has partition content m, then define
charge w s charge w1 q charge w2 q ???Ž . Ž . Ž .
where w is partitioned into disjoint standard subwords w j of length mtj
using the following left circular reading. To compute w1, start from the
right end of w and scan to the left. Choose the first 1 encountered, then
the first 2 that occurs to the left of the selected letter 1, etc. If at any point
there is no i q 1 to the left of the selected letter i, circle around to the
right end of w and continue scanning to the left. This process selects the
subword w1 of w. Erase the letters of w1 from w and repeat this process,
obtaining the subword w2. Continue until all the letters of w have been
exhausted.
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EXAMPLE 5. Let w be the row-reading word of the tableau S in
Example 1. The words w and its subwords w1 and w2 appear below.
w 4 3 2 3 4 1 1 2 5 5
1w 4 3 2 1 5
2w 3 4 1 2 5
The charges of the subwords w1 and w2 are calculated below. Each index
c is written below the letter i.i
4 3 2 1 5 3 4 1 2 5
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 3
Ž . Ž 1. Ž 2 .So charge w s charge w q charge w s 1 q 7 s 8.
Finally, for a word w of arbitrary content, let r be a permutation such
Ž . Ž .that r w has partition content. Then define charge w s charge r w .
Ž .Define the charge of a skew column strict tableau to be the charge of
its row-reading word. This makes sense since the charge is constant on
w xKnuth equivalence classes 26 .
We require a special case of a remarkable formula for the charge due to
Lascoux, Leclerc, and Thibon.
w xTHEOREM 6 22 . Let S be a column strict tableau of partition shape in the
w x Ž .alphabet n , d S the minimum of the number of r-unpaired letters r and ther
Ž .number of r-unpaired letters r q 1 in S, and S the symmetric group on then
w xset n . Then
ny11
charge ev S s rd rS 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ý rn! rgS rs1n
where r acts as a plactic permutation operator.
Ž . Ž .Let u w denote the number of r-unpaired letters r q 1 in w.r
Ž n. Ž . Ž .Remark 7. When S has content k , d S s u S for 1 F r F n y 1r r
and rS s S for all r g S . In this special case,n
ny1
charge ev S s ru S 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý r
rs1
ŽWe now discuss concepts related to the Littlewood]Richardson rule cf.
.Theorem 17 and Corollary 18 . Consider the following predicate on words
depending on a partition t called the t-lattice property. The word w is said
Ž .to be t-lattice if content u q t is a partition for every final subword u of
w. The word w is said to be lattice if it is t-lattice where t is the empty
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partition. A column strict tableau is said to be t-lattice if its row-reading
word is.
Ž .Let CST D, g be the set of column strict tableaux of shape D and
Ž .content g , and let LRT D, g be the subset of t-lattice tableaux int
Ž .CST D, g . If t is empty, the subscript t is suppressed.
Ž .Remark 8. Let l be a partition. The set LRT l, l consists of a single
Ž .tableau, namely, the key tableau K l of content l. If D is the skew
diagram given by the 180-degree rotation of the Ferrers diagram of l, then
Ž .the set LRT D, l consists of a single tableau, whose columns are given by
Ž .those of K l but in reverse order.
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 9. Let n s 5, l s 8, 6, 4, 4, 3 , m s 5, 4, 3, 2, 0 , and s s
Ž . Ž .5, 3, 2, 1, 0 . A tableau T g LRT lrm, s is given below.
I I I I I 1 1 1
I I I I 1 2
T s I I I 1
I I 2 3
2 3 4
Ž . Ž . ŽEXAMPLE 10. Let D s 5, 3, 1, 1, 0 , t s 5, 4, 3, 2, 0 and g s 2, 2,
. Ž .2, 2, 2 . We have S g LRT D, g where S is the tableau in Example 1.t
We require various criteria for t-latticeness.
LEMMA 11. The following are equi¤alent.
Ž .1 The word w is t-lattice.
Ž . Ž .2 u w F t y t for e¤ery r G 1.r r rq1
Ž .3 Some word Knuth equi¤alent to w is t-lattice.
Ž .4 E¤ery word Knuth equi¤alent to w is t-lattice.
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from two observations. First,
the number of r-paired letters is preserved under Knuth equivalence; this
Ž .can be verified directly from the definitions. Second, u w has ther
following formula:
u w s max m ¤ y m ¤ N ¤ is a final subword of w 2.4 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r rq1 r
To see this, without loss of generality, assume w is a word in the two letter
w x Ž .alphabet r, r q 1 . If w has no r-paired letters 2.4 clearly holds. Other-
XŽ . Y X Ywise w can be written in the form ¤ r q 1 r¤ , where ¤ and ¤ are words.
Ž . X Y Ž .Both sides of 2.4 are unchanged in passing from w to ¤ ¤ , so 2.4 holds
by induction on the length of w.
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Ž n.For tableaux of rectangular content k , the lattice properties trans-
form nicely under evacuation.
Ž n.PROPOSITION 12. Let T be a tableau of partition shape and content k .
Then
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .1 u ev T s u T for 1 F r F n y 1.r nyr
Ž . Ž .2 T is n-lattice if and only if ev T is n-lattice.Ä
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 2 follows immediately from 1 and Lemma 11. To show 1 , we
have
u ev T s u P word T a s u word T a s u TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r r r nyr
Ž . Ž .Applying Theorem 2 2 to word T proves the first equality. The second
equality follows from Lemma 11. The last equality holds since the r-paired
Ž .letters in w correspond to the n y r -paired letters in wa.
3. SCHUR MODULES
w xIn this section we review a construction for Schur modules given in 1
and define some maps involving Schur modules for later use. In character-
istic zero the Schur modules give representatives for each of the isomor-
phism classes of irreducible finite dimensional G-modules. In this section
k is assumed to be a field..
Ž .An integral weight a s a , a , . . . , a is a sequence of integers of length1 2 n
n. The dominance partial order on partitions can be extended to integral}
weights using the same definition: ad b if a q ??? qa G b q ??? qb for1 i 1 i
all i. The weight a is dominant if a G a G ??? G a . Let E ( k n be the1 2 n
Ž .defining representation of G ( GL n, k . If characteristic of k is zero, the
Ž .inequivalent irreducible G-modules are given by the Schur modules S Ea
Ž .defined below as a runs over the dominant integral weights.
Let D be a diagram with m columns and F a G-module. Let HD be the
functor
m
D D jH F s H F , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .m
js1
D j Ž . < D j < Ž .where D is the jth column of D and H F is a copy of H F whosej
tensor positions are indexed by the cells of D . Suppose for a moment thatj
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m s 2. Define the G-equivariant map h byr
< D1 <qr Ž . < D 2 <yr Ž .H F m H F
6
Dmid
< D < r < D <yr1 2Ž . Ž . Ž .H F m H F m H F
6
idmm
< D < < D <1 2Ž . Ž .H F m H F
3.2Ž .
where D and m are the exterior diagonalization and multiplication maps.
Now let D be an arbitrary skew diagram lrm with m columns. The skew
Schur functor S is defined byD
S F s HD F rRŽ . Ž .Ž .D D
D Ž .where R is the submodule of H F generated by the images of theD
G-equivariant maps h for 1 F j F m and mt y mt - r F lt y mt ,j, r j jq1 jq1 jq1
given by
D1 Ž . D jy 1 Ž .H F m ??? m H F
< D <qr < D <yr D Dj jq1 jq2 mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .mH F m H F m H F m ??? H F
6
hj, r
D Ž .H F
3.3Ž .
Ž .where h is the map h in the jth and j q 1 -st tensor factors and thej, r r
identity in the others. Let d denote the natural G-equivariant projectionD
d : HD F “ S F 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .D D
Recall that E denotes the defining representation of G. For a partition
Ž . Ž .l, write S E s S E . For the dominant integral weight a with yk sl DŽl.
a - 0, let l be the partition defined by l s a q k. Define the Schurn i i
Ž .module S E bya
mkUnS E s S E m H E 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a l
Ž .ny 1EXAMPLE 13. S E is the pth symmetric power of E for anyŽ p, 0 .
Ž . p Ž .p nypnonnegative integer p, and S E is the pth exterior power H EŽ1 , 0 .
Ž .nof E for 0 F p F n. In particular, S E ( k is the trivial G-module,Ž0 .
Ž . Ž .ny 1 nS E ( E is the defining representation of G, S E is the deter-Ž1, 0 . Ž1 .
Ž . Uny 1minant module for G, and S E is the dual module E .Ž0 , y1.
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 4Remark 14. Let us fix an ordered basis e N 1 F i F n for the definingi
w xG-module E. Given a word u s u u ??? u in the alphabet n , let1 2 p
p Ž .e g H E be defined by e s e n e n ??? n e . For each tableau Tu u u u u1 2 p
w x D Ž .of skew shape D in the alphabet n , let e g H E denote the elementT
e s e j 3.6Ž .mT u
j
where u j is the word obtained by reading the jth column of T from top to
Ž . Ž .bottom. A basis for S E is given by d e where T ranges over the setD D T
w xof column strict tableaux of shape D in the alphabet n .
Next we review isomorphisms involving dual modules. There is a G-mod-
p Ž U . p Ž .Uule isomorphism H E ( H E sending f n f n ??? n f g1 2 p
p Ž U . Ž Ž ..H E to the map ¤ n ¤ n ??? n ¤ ‹ det f ¤ . Exterior1 2 p i j 1F i, jF p
p Ž . nyp Ž . n Ž .multiplication H E m H E “ H E induces a G-module isomor-
phism
Hp EU ( Hnyp E m Hn EU . 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Let n be a partition. Recall that n is the partition defined by n s n yÄ Äi 1
Ž .n for 1 F i F n. Since the lengths of the jth column of D n and thenq1yi
Ž . Ž . Ž .n q 1 y j -th column of D n sum to n, tensor powers of the map 3.7Ä1
give the isomorphism
mnU U 1DŽn . DŽn . nÄH E ( H E m H E . 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
This induces the isomorphism
mnU U 1nS E ( S E m H E . 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n nÄ
Ž .The map 3.9 can be described explicitly using the tableau basis in
 U 4 URemark 14. Let e N 1 F i F n be the basis of E dual to the basisi
 4 w xU  U U U4e N 1 F i F n of E. Consider the alphabet n s 1 ) 2 ) ??? ) ni
Ž . U Unote the reverse order , where i stands for the basis vector e . Let Q bei
w xUa tableau of shape n in the alphabet n , whose columns are strictly
U DŽn . Ž U .increasing from top to bottom. Let e g H E be defined in theQ
Äobvious way. Define Q to be the tableau of shape n with strictly increasingÄ
w x Žcolumns in the alphabet n such that the jth column of Q with stars
Ä. Ž .removed and the n q 1 y j -th column of Q are complementary subsets1
Äw xin n . Note that Q is column strict if and only if Q is. Then up to sign, the
Ž .map 3.9 is given by
mnU U U U 1d e ‹ d e m e n e n ??? n e . 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Äž /n Q n Q n ny1 1Ä
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U Ž . UFor the integral weight a, let a s ya , ya , . . . , ya . Clearly a isn ny1 1
Ž .dominant if and only if a is. The map 3.9 induces an isomorphism
Ž U . Ž .US E ( S E . Let a and b be the unique pair of partitions such thata a
Ž . Ž . Ul a q l b F n and a s a q b ; that is, a and b consist of the positive
< <and negative parts of a, respectively. Assume now that a s 0 and write
Ž n.l s a q k where k s ya s b . Define d to be the composite mapn 1 a
DŽa . Ž . DŽ b . Ž U .H E m H E
6
Ä UDŽa . DŽ b . n mb1Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..H E m H E m H E
6
UDŽl. n mb1Ž . Ž Ž ..H E m H E
6
d midl
Un mb1Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .S E m H E s S E .l a
3.11Ž .
Let D and DX be skew shapes such that their side-by-side juxtaposition
DDX is also a skew shape. The following commutative diagram defines an
Ž . Ž . Ž .X Xepimorphism of G-modules S E m S E “ S E .D D D D
D DX D DXŽ . Ž . Ž .H E m H E H E
6 6
X Xd md dD D DD
6Ž . Ž . Ž .X XS E m S E S ED D D D
3.12Ž .
Ž .XRemark 15. By Remark 14, a basis for S E is given by the imagesD D
of vectors of the form e m e X , where the tableau TT X, defined by theT T
columnwise juxtaposition of T and T X, is column strict of shape DDX in the
w xalphabet n .
Ž .Remark 16. Consider the following special cases of the map 3.12 .
Ž . Ž . Ž . X Ž .1 Let a and b be partitions with l a q l b F n, D s D a ,
U n ÄŽ . Ž .a s a q b , k s b , and a s l y k . Let D be the diagram D b , so1
that DDX is the diagram of the partition l. Say that the pair of tableaux
Ž . Ž U .P, Q is a complementary pair of type a , b if P is column strict of
w xshape a in the alphabet n , Q is column strict of shape b in the alphabet
U Äw x Ž .n , and QP is a column strict tableau of shape l. The map 3.12 gives a
Ž . Ž U . Ž .G-module epimorphism S E m S E “ S E . By Remark 15 a basisa b a
Ž . Ž U .for S E is given by the vectors d e m e for the complementary pairsa a P Q
Ž . Ž U .P, Q of type a , b .
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n ÄŽ . Ž .2 Let D be the 180-degree rotation b rb of the Ferrers diagram1
X n ÄŽ . ŽŽ . .D b . In this case DD is the skew shape b q a rb. The map1
S E m S E “ S E m S n E “ S n E 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Äa b a Ž b .r b ŽŽ b .qa .r b1 1
is an isomorphism. To see this, in light of Remarks 14 and 15, it is enough
X n ÄŽ .to show that if T and T are column strict tableaux of shape b rb and1
a , respectively, then the tableau TT X is column strict. Any letter in the r th
n ÄŽ .row of T is at most r, since T is column strict of shape b rb , which1
is the 180-degree rotation of a partition diagram. Any letter in the r th
row of T X is at least r, since T X is column strict of the partition shape a .
Therefore TT X is column strict.
Now assume that k is a field of characteristic zero. We conclude this
section with the Littlewood]Richardson rule, a combinatorial description
of the multiplicity of an irreducible G-module in a skew Schur module or
in a tensor product of Schur modules.
Let M and M X be finite dimensional G-modules. Define their intertwin-
ing coefficient by
² X: XM , M s dim Hom M , M , 3.14Ž . Ž .G
the dimension of the space of G-module homomorphisms M “ M X.
For the dominant integral weights a, b, and d, define the coefficients
LRd byab
d ² :LR s S E , S E m S E .Ž . Ž . Ž .ab d a b
d < < < < < < < <Note that LR s 0 unless d s a q b , where a s a q a q ??? qa .ab 1 2 n
It follows from the definitions that
LRd s LR n ndq ŽŽ pqq.n. 3.15Ž .ab aqŽ p . , bqŽq .
for any integers p and q. By choosing p and q to be sufficiently large, the
calculation of the coefficient LRd reduces to the case when all threeab
weights are partitions, where the following classical formula applies.
Ž Ž . w x.THEOREM 17 Littlewood]Richardson LR rule 23 . For the partitions
l, m, and n , the coefficient LRl is gi¤en by the cardinality of the set ofmn
Ž . Ž .tableaux LRT lrm, n cf. Section 2 .
Ž w x ..It is well known cf. 27 I.5.3 that the multiplicity of an irreducible
module in a skew Schur module is also given by an LR coefficient:
S E , S E s LRl . 3.16² :Ž . Ž . Ž .lr m n mn
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Ž .The intertwining coefficient of two skew Schur modules S E andlr m
Ž . XS E can be computed from the LR rule. For any diagrams D and Ds rt
X Ž Ž .. Ž X Ž .. Ž .let D m D s D q r, 0 j D q 0, c , where D q r, 0 is the down-
ward translation of the diagram D by the number r of rows of DX and
X Ž . XD q 0, c is the rightward translation of the diagram D by the number c
of columns of D. If D and DX are skew shapes then so is D m DX, and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X XS E ( S E m S E . Applying 3.16 and the LR rule to the skewDmD D D
shape lrm m t and the partition s , one immediately obtains the fol-
lowing formula, which has appeared in the literature in various forms
Ž w x.e.g., 42 .
Ž w x.COROLLARY 18 cf. 30 . Let lrm and srt be two skew shapes. Then
the coefficient
S E , S E² :Ž . Ž .lr m s rt
Ž . Žis the cardinality of the set of tableaux LRT lrm, s y t cf. Section 2 andt
.the Appendix .
4. GRADED CHARACTERS OF COORDINATE RINGS
w x w xnIn this section the graded characters of C g and C X are expressedŽ1 .
as sums of irreducible characters. The calculations rest on the work of
w x w xUKostant 19 . These formulas yield index sets for bases of C g and
w xUnC X .Ž1 .
Ž .The character ch M of the finite dimensional G-module M is the
Laurent polynomial in the variables x , x , . . . , x defined by1 2 n
<ch M s tr x MŽ . Ž .
Ž < .where tr x M is the trace of the action on M by the diagonal matrix x
with eigenvalues x , x , . . . , x . If M is a graded G-module whose homoge-1 2 n
neous components M are G-stable and finite dimensional then thed
Ž .graded character ch M of M is the formal power series in q defined byq
ch M s q d ch M 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýq d
dG0
w xIt is convenient to view the ring k g in the following way. Let E be the
 < 4 Udefining G-module with fixed basis e 1 F i F n and let E be its duali
 U < 4 U Ž Ž ..Ž .vector space with dual basis e 1 F j F n . G acts on E by g f ¤ sj
Ž y1 . Uf g ¤ for f g E , g g G, ¤ g E. G acts diagonally on the tensor product
U Ž . y1E m E by g ¤ m f s g¤ m f ( g . The n = n matrices g can be identi-
fied with E m EU via E ‹ e m eU , where E is the matrix with 1 in thei j i j i j
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Ž . Ui, j -th entry and zeros elsewhere. The action of G on E m E corre-
w xsponds to conjugation on g. The coordinate ring k g of g is viewed as the
symmetric algebra on the dual of E m EU. But E m EU is self-dual as a
vector space via the isomorphism induced by taking transposes in g.
w x Ž U . UTherefore k g ( Sym E m E where t ‹ e m e .i j j i
Ž w x.This given, we expand ch C g using the Cauchy formula and Little-q
wood]Richardson rule.
w x d Uch C g s q ch S E m EŽ .Ž . Ž .Ýq d
dG0
s q d ch S E m S EUŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý n n
dG0 < <n sd
s q <n < LR Ua ch S E . 4.2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý nn a
n a
The sum runs over all partitions n . Note that the weights a that appear in
< < < < < U < Ž .the sum satisfy a s n q n s 0. Let us rewrite 4.2 using partitions
instead of dominant weights. Let P be the set of partitions l such thatk
< < Ž . Ž .l s kn and l l - n that is, l s 0 . Each dominant integral weight an
< < Ž n.with a s 0 can be written uniquely as a s l y k where k s ya andn
q ŽŽ .n. Ž .l g P . Let l s l q n y k . Using 3.15 we havek 1
LR Ua s LRlq. 4.3Ž .nn nnÄ
Ž .From 4.2 we have
yk q<n < lch A s x ??? x S x q LR 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýq 1 n l nnÄ
nkG0 lgPk
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .where S x s ch S E is the Schur polynomial. This expresses ch Al l q
Ž Ž .. Ž . Žin terms of the irreducible characters ch S E s S x s x ???a a 1
.yk Ž .x S x .n l
Ž .Remark 19. Let I be the set of triples l, n , T where l g P for somek
Ž q . Ž .k, n is a partition, and T g LRT l rn , n . Formula 4.4 shows that theÄ
w xU Ž .set I indexes a basis for C g such that the triple l, n , T indexes a
w x < < Ž n.U-invariant polynomial in C g of degree n and weight l y k .
Ž .EXAMPLE 20. Let n s 5. An example of such a triple l, n , T g I is
Ž . Ž .given by l s 5, 3, 1, 1, 0 , n s 5, 3, 2, 1, 0 and T as in Example 9. Here
q Ž . Ž .k s 2, l s 8, 6, 4, 4, 3 , and n s 5, 4, 3, 2, 0 .Ä
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Ž .To obtain another formula for ch A we rewrite the LR coefficient inq
Ž .4.4 :
lq ² :q q nLR s S E , S E m S E s S E , S E² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .nn l n n l ŽnqŽn ..rnÄ Ä 1
q n
q ns S E m S E , S E s LRT l , n² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .l n nqŽn . n 11
ns LRT l, k . 4.5Ž . Ž .Ž .n
Ž . Ž . Ž .nThe second equality uses the isomorphism S E m S E “ S En n ŽnqŽn ..rnÄ 1
Ž .given by 3.13 with a s n and b s n . The third equality follows fromÄ
Ž .3.16 . The fourth equality is given by Corollary 18. The last equality is
given by the bijection
LRT l, k n “ LRT lq, n nŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .n n 1
ŽŽ .n.that adjoins the rectangular key tableau K n y k to the left of a1
Ž Ž n.. Ž .tableau in LRT l, k cf. the Appendix .n
Ž . Ž .From 4.4 and 4.5 we have
yk <n < nch A s x ??? x S x q LRT l, kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ýq 1 n l n
nkG0 lgPk
yk <n <s x ??? x S x q 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ý1 n l
n nkG0 Ž Ž ..lgP SgCST l , kk S is n-lattice
Lemma 11 gives the following parametrization of the set of partitions n
such that S is n-lattice, by n-tuples of nonnegative integers. Let
m s n y n y u S 4.7Ž . Ž .r r rq1 r
Ž . Ž .for all 1 F r F n, with the conventions n s 0 and u S s 0. From 4.6nq1 n
Ž .and 4.7 we have
yk nÝ r Žm qu ŽS ..rs 1 r rch A s x ??? x S x qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýq 1 n l
nnkG0 Ž Ž ..lgP mgZSgCST l , k qk
n
ny 1y1 ykr Ý r u ŽS .rs 1 rs 1 y q x ??? x S x q .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ł Ý Ý Ý1 n l
nrs1 kG0 Ž Ž ..lgP SgCST l , kk
4.8Ž .
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w xAt this point we require the following theorem of Kostant 19 .
Ž . w xG w xTHEOREM 21. 1 C g is the polynomial ring C t , where t isr 1F r F n r
Ž .ny r Ž .the coefficient of yl in the characteristic polynomial det T y lI of the
Ž . Ž .matrix T s t Che¤alley .i j 1F i, jF n
Ž . w x w x w xGn2 C g ( C X m C g as graded G-modules.Ž1 .
Ž . n3 X is irreducible and is a complete intersection in the n = nŽ1 .
matrices, cut out by the in¤ariants t , t , . . . , t .1 2 n
Ž . w x4 Let B be a set of homogeneous polynomials in C g that form a0
w xU w xUnbasis of C X . Then a basis for C g is gi¤en by the polynomials of theŽ1 .
form z Ł n t m r where z g B and m g Z .is1 r 0 i q
It follows that
n
G y1rw x w x n nch C g s ch C g ch C X s 1 y q ch C X .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Łq q q Ž1 . q Ž1 .
rs1
Ž .Combined with 4.8 we have
ny 1yk Ý r u ŽS .rs 1 rnch C X s x ??? x S x qŽ . Ž .Ž . Ý Ý Ýq Ž1 . 1 n l
nkG0 Ž Ž ..lgP SgCST l , kk
4.9Ž .
w xThis formula is equivalent to one given in Hesselink 15 . Let m be a
Ž . ww xxpartition of n. Define the formal power series P q g Z q byam q
ch C X s ch S E P q 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ýq m a am
a
Ž .where a runs over the dominant integral weights. The power series P qam
is in fact a polynomial. This follows from the inequality
n
nP 1 s C X , S E F C X , S E s CST l, k - ‘² : ² :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .am m a Ž1 . a
Ž n.where a s l y k with l g P as usual. This inequality holds due to thek
w x w xncanonical epimorphism of graded G-modules C X “ C X given byŽ1 . m
restriction of functions from X n to the subvariety of X .Ž1 . m
Ž .Now 4.9 can be rewritten as
P n q s qÝ rs 1ny1 r urŽS . . 4.11Ž . Ž .ÝaŽ1 .
nŽ .SgCST l , k
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w x w x Ž w x.nAs observed by Gupta 12 , Hesselink's formula 15 for ch C X isq Ž1 .
equivalent to
P n q s K n q 4.12Ž . Ž . Ž .aŽ1 . lŽk .
Ž . Ž w .where K q is the Kostka]Foulkes polynomial cf. 27, Section III.6 .lr
w xThis polynomial has the combinatorial description 24
K q s qcharge S . 4.13Ž . Ž .Ýlt
Ž .SgCST l , t
Ž . Ž . Ž n.The equivalence of the formulas 4.11 and 4.13 with t s k follows
Ž .from 2.3 .
Ž .Remark 22. Let I be the set of all pairs l, S where l g P for some0 k
Ž Ž n.. w xUnk and S g CST l, k . The set I indexes a basis for C X such that0 Ž1 .
Ž . w xnthe pair l, S indexes a U-invariant polynomial in C X of weightŽ1 .
Ž n. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . X nl y k and degree charge S , by 4.11 , 4.13 , and 2.3 . Le I s I = Z0 q
Ž . Ž . nbe the set of all triples l, S, m where l, S g I and m g Z . Theorem0 q
X w xU Ž .21 shows that I indexes a basis for C g such that the triple l, S, m
Ž n. Ž .indexes a U-invariant polynomial of weight l y k and degree charge S
q Ýn rm .rs1 r
5. BITABLEAUX
This section reviews the bitableau construction and the straightening
w xformula for bitableaux 9 and gives a construction for linear combination
of bitableaux which are U-invariants of prescribed weight and degree.
Let E and F be two alphabets. By abuse of notation the alphabet E will
be regarded as an ordered basis for a k-vector space also denoted by E.
Ž < .The vector space E m F has a basis given by the symbols a b for the
letters a g E and b g F. Let P and Q be tableaux of the partition shape
Ž < .n in the alphabets E and F, respectively. Define the bitableau P Q g
Ž .Sym E m F by
< tP Q s det P i , s Q j, s 5.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ŽŁ 1F i , jFn s
s
which is the product of determinants coming from the columns of the
Ž < .tableaux. The bitableau P Q is said to have shape n . Since permuting the
Ž < .entries in a column of P or Q only changes the bitableau P Q by the
sign of the permutation, it is clear that up to sign, every bitableau is zero
or equal to a bitableau whose columns are strictly increasing. A bitableau
is called standard if P and Q are column strict tableaux in their respective
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Ž .alphabets. Consider the following partial order on pairs of tableaux P, Q
Ž . Ž X X.of the same partition shape. Let P, Q - P , Q be defined by the
following set of tiebreakers:
Ž . Ž X.1. shape P 1 shape P .
Ž . Ž X.2. colword P - colword P .l e x
Ž . Ž X.3. colword Q - colword Q .l e x
Ž < . Ž X < X. Ž .By abuse of notation we write P Q - P Q when we mean P, Q -
Ž X X.P , Q .
Ž . w xTHEOREM 23 straightening formula . 9 . The standard bitableaux in the
Ž .alphabets E and F form a basis for Sym E m F . Moreo¤er, suppose that
Ž < .P Q is a bitableau that is not standard, where P and Q ha¤e strictly
increasing columns. Then there are unique constants c g Z and standardi
Ž < .bitableaux P Q such thati i
< <P Q s c P Q 5.2Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý i i i
i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž < .where content P s content P , content Q s content Q , and P Q -i i i i
Ž < .P Q for all i.
Using only the dominance order on the shape of bitableaux, one obtains
Ž .a filtration of Sym E m F whose composition factors give the summands
of the Cauchy formula. Let n be a partition of the nonnegative integer d.
Ž . Ž .Define the submodules M resp. M of Sym E m F to be the span1 n 1 n
of all bitableaux whose shape is a partition of d and is less than or equal to
Ž .n resp. strictly less than n in the dominance order.
Ž . Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 24. Sym E m F has a filtration by the GL E = GL F -
modules M such that1 n
M rM ( S E m S F . 5.3Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n n n
Remark 25. The following specialization of the bitableau construction
Ž .yields a construction of Specht for the Schur module S E . Consider then
Ž . Ž . Ž .GL E -module S E given by the subspace of Sym E m F spanned byn
Ž < Ž ..the bitableaux of shape n of the form P K n , where P is a tableau in
Ž . Ž .the alphabet E. There is an isomorphism of GL E -modules S E “n
Ž . Ž . Ž < Ž ..S E given by d e ‹ P K n . A similar result holds when the rolesn n P
of E and F are switched.
The rest of the section is devoted to the construction of linear combina-
w x Ž U .tions of bitableaux that are U-invariants in k g ( Sym E m E .
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Ž . Ž .Let n be a partition of d. Let f be the GL E = GL F -modulen
homomorphism
f : HDŽn . E m HDŽn . F “ S E m FŽ . Ž . Ž .n d
given by
<f e m f s P QŽ .Ž .n P Q
where P and Q are tableaux of shape n in the alphabets E and F,
Ž .respectively, and e and f are defined as in 3.6 .P Q
X Ž .Given a bijection of diagrams b: D “ D , we construct a GL E -module
D Ž . DX Ž . y1Ž X.map c : H E “ H E as follows. Let D s D l b D be theb i j i j
set of cells in the ith column D of D whose images under b lie in the jthi
column DX of DX. The collection of sets D for fixed i and varying j is aj i j
Ž .set partition of D . Similarly the collection b D for fixed j and varying ii i j
X Ž . D Ž .is a set partition of D . Define the GL E -module map c : H E “j b
DX Ž .H E by




D i j Ž .m m H E
i j
6








X XD Dj Ž . Ž .mH E s H E .
j
The second map identifies tensor positions in D with those in DX via the
bijection b.
w x Ž U .Recall that k g can be identified with Sym E m E by the G-equiv-
ariant isomorphism given by t ‹ e m eU. For 0 F r F n define the G-i j j i
r Ž . r Ž U .equivariant map u : k “ H E m H E byr
1 ‹ e n ??? n e m eU n ??? n eU 5.4Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý i i i i1 r 1 r
1Fi -i - ??? -i Fn1 2 r
Ž U .rThe composition f (u : k “ S E m E sends 1 to the basic G-in-Ž1 . r r
Ž .variant t for 1 F r F n cf. Theorem 21 .r
w xWe now give a construction that produces many U-invariants in k g .
Ž n. ULet l g P for some k and a s l y k . Write a s a q b where ak
Ž . Ž . Žand b are partitions with l a q l b F n. Let n be a partition of the
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. Ž . Ž .integer d, say that contains a and b. Let j : D a “ D n and j :a b
Ž . Ž .D b “ D n be arbitrary injections of sets. Write I and I for thea b
Ž . Ž .images of j and j , respectively. Let b: D n y I “ D n y I be ana b a b
arbitrary bijection and let B be the set of cells in the ith column of thei j
Ž .diagram D n y I whose images under b lie in the jth column ofa
Ž . Bi j Ž . bŽBi j. Ž U .D n y I . Let u : k “ H E m H E be the map u given byb B ri j
Ž . < < r Ž . r Ž U .5.4 where r s B and the tensor positions of H E and H E arei j
Ž .indexed by the sets B and b B , respectively.i j i j
Ž .Given the data l, n , j , j , b , we construct the following G-equivarianta b
map J .l, n , j , j , ba b
DŽa . Ž . DŽ b . Ž U.H E m H E
6
2UDŽa . DŽ b . mn 1Ž . Ž .H E m H E m k
6
c mc mm uj j 1F i, j F n Ba b 1 i j
U UI I B bŽB .a b i j i jŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..H E m H E m H E m H Em
1F i, jFn 1
6
n n n n1 1 1 1
U UŽ I . B Ž I . bŽB .a i i j b i jiŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..H E m H E m H E m H Em m m m
is1 js1 is1 js1
6
UDŽn . DŽn .Ž . Ž .H E m H E
6
fn
UŽ .S E m E .d
5.5Ž .
The third map groups the tensor positions by columns and the fourth is
given by exterior multiplication within columns.
U Ž .Let K b denote the column strict tableau of shape b in the alphabet
w xU Ž .Un whose ith row is comprised of b copies of the letter n q 1 y i :i
j s J e m e UU . 5.6Ž .Ž .l, n , j , j , b l , n , j , j , b K Ža . K Ž b .a b a b
< < Ž n.This polynomial has degree n and weight l y k and is U-invariant,
since it is the image of an obviously U-invariant vector under a G-equiv-
ariant map.
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w xU6. A BASIS FOR C g
In the previous section we constructed an assortment of U-invariants
w x w xUj in C g . A basis B for C g will be obtained by selecting somel, n , j , j , ba b
of these U-invariants, based on the combinatorial description of the index
Ž .set I cf. Remark 19 .
Throughout this construction we adopt the notation at the end of
Ž . w xUSection 5. For each triple l, n , T g I, let j g C g be the homoge-l, n , T
< < Ž n.neous polynomial of degree n and weight l y k where l g P , givenk
by
j s j 6.1Ž .l, n , T l , n , j , j , ba b T
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .cf. 5.6 where j : D a “ D n and j : D b “ D n are the inclu-a b
sion maps and b : nra “ nrb is the bijection defined as follows. Re-T
Ž q .call that T g LRT l rn , n . Slice T vertically just to the right of theÄ
n th column, obtaining right and left subtableaux T and T , respectively.1 r l
ÄLet T be the rigid 180-degree rotation of T inside the rectangular parti-l l
n ÄŽ .tion n . Note that the shapes of T and T are a and nrb , respectively.1 r l
Ž .Since T is lattice, the shape of T is a partition, and colword T sr
Ž . Ž .colword T colword T , it follows that T is lattice of content a , that is,l r r
Ž . Ž .T s K a cf. Remark 8 . Finally, let b be the unique bijection thatr T
Äsends the cells in the ith row of nra , from right to left, to the cells in Tl
that contain the letter i, from right to left, for all i.
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 26. Let n s 5, n s 5, 3, 2, 1, 0 , l s 5, 3, 1, 1, 0 and T be
Ž .the tableau given in Example 9. We have k s 2, a s 3, 1, y1, y1, y2 ,
Ž . Ž . q Ž n. Ž .a s 3, 1, 0, 0, 0 , b s 2, 1, 1, 0, 0 , l s a q n s 8, 6, 4, 4, 3 , and n sÄ1
ÄŽ . Ž .5, 4, 3, 2, 0 . Note that l, n , T g I. The tableaux T , T , and T are givenr l l
by
I I I I I
I I I I 11 1 1T s T s I I I 1r l2 I I 2 3
2 3 4
4 3 2
3 2 I I
ÄT s 1 I I Il
1 I I I I
I I I I I
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The bijection b is depicted by the following pair of tableaux. Cells thatT
correspond under the bijection b contain the same letter.T
I I I a a I I a a a2 1 7 5 3
I a a I a a4 3 6 4“
a a I a6 5 1
a a7 2
Remark 27. The bijection b satisfies the following properties:T
Ž . X XB1 If s and s are in the same row of nra with s to the west of s,
Ž X. Ž .the b s is strictly west and weakly south of b s in nrb. This follows byT T
definition and the fact that T is column strict.
Ž . X XB2 If s and s are in the same column of nra with s south of s
Ž X. Ž .then b s is strictly north and weakly east of b s . This is proven usingT T
Ž .the lattice property of T cf. the Appendix .
Ž .B3 The intersection of any column of nrb with the image under bT
Ž .of any column of nra is a connected set of cells cf. the Appendix .
Ž . y1B4 The inverse bijection b : nrb “ nra also satisfies the proper-T
Ž . Ž . y1ties B1 and B2 , where b is replaced by b and the roles of a and bT T
Ž .are switched cf. the Appendix .
The polynomial j can be expressed explicitly as a sum of bitableaux,l, n , T
by computing the image of the U-invariant e m e U under the mapK Ža . K Ž b .
Ž Ž .. Ž .J s J cf. 5.5 . Using the definitions of the maps in 5.5l, n , T l, n , j , j , ba b T
and careful bookkeeping, it follows that the polynomial j is the suml, n , T
Ž X < X. X Xof all bitableaux P Q with P and Q filled with letters in the respective
w x w xUalphabets n and n , such that:
Ž . X Ž .T1 The restriction of the tableau P to the shape a is K a .
Ž . X U Ž .T2 The restriction of the tableau Q to the shape b is K b .
Ž . XŽ . XŽ Ž .. UT3 If P s s r then Q b s s r for all s g nra .T
Ž . X XT4 If s and s are cells in the same column of nra with s south of
Ž . Ž X. Žs and b s and b s are in the same column of nrb so that necessarilyT T
Ž X. Ž . Ž .. XŽ Ž .. XŽ Ž X ..b s is north of b s by B2 then Q b s ) Q b s in theT T T T
w xUalphabet n .
Ž .No extra signs appear since j and j are inclusions and b satisfies B3 .a b T
EXAMPLE 28. Let us return to Example 26. The vector j is the suml, n , T
Ž X < X.of the bitableaux P Q whose form is given below, where each of the
w x Ž .letters a through a ranges freely over the alphabet 5 ; condition T4 is1 7
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vacuous since the bijection b sends no pair of cells in the same column ofT
nra to the same column of nrb.
1 1 1 a a 5U 5U aU aU aU2 1 7 5 3
U U U2 a a 4 a aX X4 3 6 4P s Q s U Ua a 3 a6 5 1
Ua a7 2
THEOREM 29. The set
B s j N l, n , T g I 4Ž .l, n , T
w xUforms a basis for C g .
Proof. By construction, B contains the correct number of U-invariants
of each degree and weight. So it is enough to show that B is linearly
Ž n.independent. Fix partitions n and l g P for some k Let a s l y k .k
w xLet V be the ath weight subspace of the subfactor M rM of C g . By1 n 1 n
Theorem 23 and the weight space decomposition, it is enough to show that
Ž Ž q .4the set j N T g LRT l rn , n is linearly independent in V. Let WÄl, n , T
Ž < .be the subspace of V consisting of linear combinations of tableaux P Q
where the content of P equals n . Let p : V “ W be the projection of V
onto W. It is enough to show that the set
p j N T g LRT lqrn , n 4Ž . Ž .Äl, n , T
is linearly independent in W. By Theorem 23, every element of W can be
expressed uniquely as a linear combination of bitableaux of the form
Ž Ž . < .K n Q , where Q is a column strict tableau of shape n in the alphabet
w xU Ž .n ; this follows from the fact that K n is the unique column strict
tableau of shape and content n .
Ž q .Now fix T g LRT l rn , n . Recall the explicit expression of j as aÄ l, n , T
sum of bitableaux:
X < Xj s P QŽ .Ýl, n , T
Ž X < X . Ž . Ž .where the bitableaux P Q satisfy conditions T1 ] T4 . Applying the
linear map p , we have
X < Xp j s P Q 6.2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýl, n , T
Ž . Ž . Ž X < X .where, in addition to conditions T1 ] T4 , the bitableau P Q also
Ž X .satisfies the condition that content P s n . We may also assume that
each column of PX has distinct letters. Since PX has shape and content n ,
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X Ž .P must be obtainable from K n by permuting some letters within
Ž .columns. In the right hand side of 6.2 there is a unique bitableau whose
Ž .left tableau is K n ; let Q be its right tableau. It is enough to prove theT
Ž .following assertions, which show that the vectors p j for varying Tl, n , T
are unitriangularly related to the standard bitableau basis of W.
Ž Ž . < .1. The bitableau K n Q is standard.T
Ž Ž . < .2. K n Q occurs with coefficient 1 as the leading bitableau in theT
Ž .expansion of p j as a linear combination of standard bitableaux.l, n , T
3. The map T ‹ Q is injective.T
The tableau Q has the following explicit description. The restriction ofT
U Ž . Ž .Q to the shape b equals K b by T2 and the restriction of Q to theT T
shape nrb is given by rotating the tableau T by 180 degrees and replacingl
U Ž .each letter r by r in light of T3 . Since T is a column strict tableau inl
w xthe alphabet n , it follows that the restriction of Q to the shape nrb is aT
w xU U Ž .column strict tableau in the alphabet n . The subtableau K b of QT
w xUis column strict and consists of letters in n which are as small as
w xUpossible, subject to the column strictness condition in the alphabet n . It
Ž < .follows that Q is column strict and that the bitableau K Q is standard.T T
The injectivity of the map T ‹ Q follows from the explicit description ofT
Q just given. This proves 1 and 3.T
Ž X < X. Ž Ž . < .Consider any nonzero bitableau P Q other than K n Q in theT
Ž . X Ž .right hand side of 6.2 . P must be obtainable from K n by a nontrivial
permutation of letters within the columns of the skew shape nra . Let QY
be the tableau obtained form QX by sorting its columns in strictly increas-
w xU Ž Y .ing order in the alphabet n . It is not hard to see that colword Q -l e x
Ž . w xU Ž . Ž .colword Q in the alphabet n , by B2 and T4 . It follows fromT
Ž X < X .Theorem 23 that P Q can be written as a linear combination of
Ž Ž . < .standard bitableaux, all of which are strictly less than K n Q . There-T
Ž Ž . < . Ž .fore the standard bitableau K n Q occurs in p j as its leadingT l, n , T
term with coefficient 1, proving 2.
w xUn7. A BASIS FOR C XŽ1 .
w xU ŽTheorem 29 gave a basis B of C g indexed by the set I cf. Remark
. w xUn n19 . The goal of this section is to realize a basis B for C X as aŽ1 . Ž1 .
distinguished subset of B. By Theorem 21 we know that there exists a
X w xU X Ž .basis B for C g indexed by the set I cf. Remark 22 . The existence of
such a basis is now used to find the desired subset B n of B. We defineŽ1 .
a bijection C: I X “ I. The set I X has an obvious subset I that indexes0
w xU Ž Ž n..na basis for C X , namely, the set of triples of the form l, S, 0 .Ž1 .
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Ž .nWe define B to be the subset of B that is indexed by the subset C IŽ1 . 0
w xUn nof I, and show that B is a basis for C X .Ž1 . Ž1 .
Ž . XGiven the triple l, S, m g I where l g P , define the triplek
Ž . Ž .C l, S, m s l, n , T g I as follows. Let n be the partition given by
n y n s m q u ev S for 1 F r F n y 1Ž .Ž .r rq1 r r
n s m 7.1Ž .n n
Of course n y n is the number of columns of n of length r. A quickr rq1
Ž . < < Ž . ncalculation using 2.3 shows that n s charge S q Ý rm , so that Crs1 r
Ž . Ž .preserves degree cf. Remarks 19 and 22 . The tableau ev S is n-lattice by
Lemma 11, so S is n-lattice by Proposition 12. Let Sq be the column strictÄ
q Ž n.tableau of shape l and content n obtained by adjoining the key1
ŽŽ .n.tableau K n y k to the left of S. In the Appendix it is shown that1
q Ž .S = K n , so that we may defineÄ
T s w Sqy K n , 7.2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ä0
where w is the plactic permutation operator for the longest element of0
the symmetric group on n letters. The following lemma shows immediately
Ž . Ž .that C l, S, m s l, n , T is a well-defined bijection.
Ž q Ž ..LEMMA 30. The map S ‹ w S y K n gi¤es a bijectionÄ0
LRT l, k n “ LRT lqrn , n . 7.3Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÄnÄ
Proof. Cf. the Appendix.
X q Ž .EXAMPLE 31. Let S s S y K n . The calculation of the action of theÄ
plactic permutation operator w on SX is a lengthy process involving the0
successive actions of plactic adjacent transpositions. This example illus-
trates a shorter alternative method to compute w SX. The crucial facts0
Ž X . X Ž . Ž . Xused here are P S s K s K n , n , . . . , n and w K n s K . Then ny1 1 0
proof of Lemma 30 does not depend on the algorithm presented here. Let
Z be any standard tableau of shape n in a separate alphabet.Ä
1. Form the tableau Z q SX of shape lq whose restrictions to the
shapes n and lqrn are Z and SX, respectively. Perform the jeu de taquinÄ Ä
Žw x. X32 that slides the skew tableau S into the cells of the Ferrers diagram
Ž . XD n in the order determined by Z; the resulting tableau is K . Let Y beÄ
the standard tableau of shape lqrn that indicates the order of cells
vacated during this jeu.
Ž .2. Perform the jeu de taquin that slides the tableau K n into the
Ž X.cells of Y. The resulting tableau is w S , and the cells are vacated in the0
order given by the standard tableau Z.
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Ž .Let S be the tableau of Example 10 and n s 5, k s 2, n s 53210 , and
Ž .n s 54320 . Depicted below are the starting and ending tableaux for theÄ
first jeu de taquin, where the starting inner tableau Z is standard
in the alphabet a - a - ??? - a :1 2 14
a a a a a 2 5 51 2 3 4 5
a a a a 3 46 7 8 9
a a a 310 11 12
a a 4 413 14
5 5 5
2 3 4 5 5 a a a3 4 5
3 4 5 a a a7 8 9
4 5 a a2 12
5 a a a1 11 14
a a a6 10 13
The next two tableaux are the starting and ending tableaux for the second
jeu de taquin. Note that at the end one obtains the same inner tableau Z:
1 1 1 1 1 a a a3 4 5
2 2 2 a a a7 8 9
3 3 a a2 12
4 a a a1 11 14
a a a6 10 13
7.4Ž .
a a a a a 1 1 11 2 3 4 5
a a a a 1 26 7 8 9
a a a 110 11 12
a a 2 313 14
2 3 4
The following lemma characterizes the image under C of the triples of
Ž Ž n.. X Ž .the form l, S, 0 g I . Say that the skew column strict tableau T is
Ž .p-excessi¤e if the n q 1 y r -th row of T contains the letter p q 1 y r for
all 1 F r F p.
Ž q . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 32. Let T g LRT l rn , n and C l, S, m s l, n , T .Ä
1. T is p-excessi¤e if and only if m ) 0.p
ÃŽ .2. Suppose T is p-excessi¤e. Let n resp. n be the partition obtained byÃ Ä
ÃŽ . Ž .remo¤ing a column of length p resp. n y p from n resp. n . Let T be theÄ
q n ÃŽ Ž .. Ž .skew tableau of shape l y 1 rn whose n q 1 y r -th row is obtainedÄ
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Ãfrom that of T by remo¤ing a letter p q 1 y r, for 1 F r F p. Then T in
q n ÃÃŽŽ Ž .. . Ž . Ž .LRT l y 1 rn , n and C l, S, m s l, n , T , where m s m for i / pÄ Ã Ã Ã Ã i i
and m s m y 1.Ã p p
Proof. Cf. the Appendix.
The main algebraic lemma is the following.
Ž q .LEMMA 33. Suppose that T g LRT l rn , n is p-excessi¤e. Then up toÄ
sign, the leading terms in the expansion into standard bitableaux of the
polynomials j and t j agree.Ãl, n , T p l, n , TÃ
Before giving the proof of Lemma 33 we derive some corollaries.
Let B n be the subset of B consisting of the polynomials z sŽ1 . l, S
Ž . Ž .nj for all l, S g I cf. Remark 22 . In light of Theorem 21, letC Žl, S, Ž0 . 0
BX the collection of polynomials
n
m rz s z t 7.5Ž .Łl, S , m l , S r
rs1
Ž . Xfor all l, S, m g I .
w xUn nCOROLLARY 34. 1. B is a basis for C X .Ž1 . Ž1 .
X w xU2. B is a basis for C g .
Proof. The leading bitableaux in the expansions of j and zl, n , T l, S, m
into standard bitableaux agree up to sign, by Lemma 33 and induction.
Then 2 follows immediately from Theorem 29. To prove 1, recall that
Remark 22 shows that B n contains the correct number of vectors ofŽ1 .
each weight and degree, so that it is enough to show that B n spansŽ1 .
w xU Xn nC X . But this is certainly true, since each polynomial in B y B isŽ1 . Ž1 .
a multiple of some basic invariant and hence vanishes on X n byŽ1 .
Theorem 21.
We now give the proof of Lemma 33.
Proof. The notation of the proof of Theorem 29 will be used here. Let
Ž . Ž .p resp. p be the projections associated with the shape n resp. n andÃ Ã
Ž n.weight l y k . Both j and t j are U-invariants of weightÃl, n , T p l, n , TÃ
Ž n.l y k . Consider the defining expression of j as a linear combina-Ãl, n , TÃ
tion of bitableaux:
Ã Ã<j s P Q . 7.6Ž .Ž .Ã Ýl, n , TÃ
Ž .The invariant t cf. Theorem 21 can be written as a sum of single-columnp
w x  4bitableaux as follows. If Y : n is given by Y s y - y - ??? - y , let1 2 p
Ž < U . Ž p. Ž .Y Y be the bitableau of shape 1 whose left resp. right tableau
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Ž U U U .consists of the letters y , y , . . . , y resp. y , y , . . . , y from top to1 2 p p py1 1
bottom. Then we have the following formula for t :p
Ž .p py1 r2 U<t s y1 Y Y . 7.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýp
w xY: n
< <Y sp
Ž . Ž .Multiplying equations 7.6 and 7.7 , we have
Ž .p py1 r2 <t j s y1 P Q 7.8Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã Ýp l , n , TÃ
Ž < . Žwhere a typical summand P Q comes from adding the column Y resp.
U Ã Ã. Ž . w x < <Y to the tableau P resp. Q , for some subset Y g n with Y s p and
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .some summand P, Q in Eq. 7.6 . Suppose that the shape n has mÃ
columns of length greater than or equal to p. Since a bitableau is a
product of determinants coming from the columns of the right and left
Ž .tableaux, we may assume that P resp. Q is obtained by inserting the
U ÃŽ . Ž . Žcolumn Y resp. Y between the mth and m q 1 -st columns of P resp.
Ã. ŽŽ < .. w xQ . Suppose that p P Q / 0. It is easy to see that Y s p and
Ã ÃŽŽ < ..p P Q / 0. It follows from Lemma 35 below that the right tableau ofÃ
ŽŽ < ..the leading term of the expansion into standard bitableaux of p P Q
Ã Ã UŽŽ .. Žis obtained from that of p P, Q by adding the letter r to the p qÃ
.1 y r -th row for 1 F r F p and sorting the rows into weakly increasing
order. Therefore the leading terms of t j and j agree up to sign.Ãp l, n , T l, n , TÃ
Ã Uw xLEMMA 35. Let Q be a column strict tableau in the alphabet n of shape
w xU U U Un , C s p the column containing the letters p , . . . , 2 , 1 from top toÃ
Ãbottom, m the number of columns of Q whose lengths are at least p, Q the
tableau obtained by placing the column C between the mth and m q 1-st
Ã Ž .columns of Q, and K s K n . Then the leading term of the expansion of
Ž < . Ž < X. XK Q into standard bitableaux is K Q , where Q is obtained by sorting
w xUeach of the rows of Q into weakly increasing order in the alphabet n .
Proof. It is enough to produce a sequence of tableaux Q s Q ,mq 1
Ž < .Q , . . . such that all of the bitableaux K Q have the same leadingmq 2 i
term when expanded as a sum of standard bitableaux and the first i y 1
columns of Q and QX agree for all i ) m. Let c be the leftmost column ini r
X U ÃQ containing the letter r , for 1 F r F p. Since the tableau Q is column
w xUstrict and C consists of the largest p letters in the alphabet n , it follows
that QX is a column strict tableau and that m q 1 s c F c F ??? F c .1 2 p
For s ) m q 1 let Q be the tableau obtained from Q by switching thes sy1
Ž .first k entries in the s y 1 -st and sth columns, where k is the numbers s
of indices r such that c G s. It is easy to see from this definition that ther
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first i y 1 columns of Q and Q agree for all i ) m. Assume that thei
Ž < . Ž < .bitableaux K Q and K Q have the same leading term for m q 1 F i -i
Ž < .s. It is enough to show that the bitableau K Q can be expressed assy1
< < <K Q s K Q q c K TŽ . Ž . Ž .Ýsy1 s j j
j
where the T have strictly increasing columns, the constants c are in thej j
 4 Ž . Ž .set y1, 0, 1 , and colword T - colword Q . The reader can verify thatj l e x s
Ž .such a relation is obtained by applying Lemma 36 to the s y 1 -st and sth
columns of Q using the index k s k .sy1 s
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 36 quadratic relations . Let K s K n , T a tableau of shape n ,
ŽC and C two of the columns of T ¤iewed as words read from top to1 2
. < < < <bottom , and k a nonnegati¤e integer, such that k F C F C . Then2 1
< <K T s K T 7.9Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý S
S
where S runs o¤er all subwords of C of length k and T is obtained from T by1 S
exchanging the ith letter in C with the ith letter in S for all 1 F i F k.2
Proof. By Remark 25, this relation follows from the well-known
quadratic relations for the Schur module.
EXAMPLE 37. Here is the sequence of tableaux that occurs in the
Ãstraightening described in Lemma 35 for n s 5, p s 3 and the tableau Q
Ž . Ž .given below. It is easy to verify that m s 1, c , c , c s 2, 3, 4 and1 2 3
Ž . Ž . w xUk , k , k s 2, 1, 0 . The letters in the column 3 are underlined.3 4 5
5U 3U 5U 4U 2UU U U U5 5 4 2
U U UU U 4 2 34 3ÃQ s Q s Q sU 2 U U3 3 1
U1 U1
5U 5U 3U 4U 2U 5U 5U 4U 3U 2U
U U U U U U4 3 2 4 3 2
Q s Q s Q s3 4 5U U U U3 1 3 1
U U1 1
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EXAMPLE 38. The relation of Lemma 36 used in the proof of Lemma
35 applied to the tableau Q in the previous example is given by2
< < < <K Q s K Q q K J q K JŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 3 1 2
Ž .where K s K 5, 3, 2, 1 and J and J are given by1 2
5U 5U 3U 4U 2U 5U 3U 2U 4U 2U
U U U U U U4 2 1 4 5 1J s J sU U U U1 23 3 3 3
U U1 1
To get the relation exactly as described in Lemma 35, delete the bitableau
Ž .J which is zero and sort the columns of the tableaux J into increasing2 1
w xU Xorder in the alphabet 5 , obtaining J and a sign. Then1
< < < XK Q s K Q y K J . 7.10Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 3 1
w xU8. BASES FOR C Xm
w xU8.1. Basis Conjecture for C Xm
Ž .nRecall that the index set I for the basis B is given by the pairs l, S0 Ž1 .
Ž Ž n..where l g P and S g CST l, k . For each such tableau S we associ-k
Ž .ate a partition of n called the catabolism type cattype S of S. This is a
w xgeneralization of a construction of Lascoux and Schutzenberger 21 .È
Ž m.Suppose that S contains the rectangular key tableau K s K k for the
positive integer m. Note that this always holds for m s 1. Let S and Su l
be the upper and lower subtableaux obtained by slicing the skew tableau
Ž .mS y K just after the mth row. The catabolism cat S is defined byŽk .
Ž Ž . Ž ..P word S word S . The catabolism type of S is the sequence of positiveu l
Ž .integers cattype S s t defined by the properties:
Ž .BC1 t is the largest number m such that S contains the subtableau1
Ž m.K k .
Ž . Ž . Ž .tBC2 The catabolism type of the tableau cat S is t , t , . . . ,1Žk . 2 3
w xwith respect to the alphabet t q 1, n .1
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EXAMPLE 39. Let k s 3 and n s 6. A tableau S of catabolism type
Ž .t s 3, 2, 1 is given below.
1 1 1 4 4 5 I I I 4 4 5
2 2 2 5 5 6 I I I 5 5 63S s S y K 3 sŽ .
3 3 3 I I I
4 6 6 4 6 6
4 4 4 6 6
3cat S sŽ . 5 5 5Ž3 .
6
I I I 6 6
3 2
3cat S y K 0 , 3 sŽ . Ž . I I IŽ3 .
6
cat 2 cat 3 S s 6 6 6 cat 1 cat 2 cat 3 S s BŽ3 . Ž3 . Ž3 . Ž3 . Ž3 .
Corollary 45 below asserts that the catabolism type is a partition.
Ž . Ž .Let I be the subset of I cf. Remark 22 consisting of the pairs l, Sm 0
Ž . nsuch that cattype S d m, and let B be the subset of B given by them Ž1 .}
Ž . Ž Ž ..polynomials z where l, S g I cf. 7.5 .l, S m
w xUConjecture 40. B is a basis for C X .m m
8.2. Hook Partitions
Ž p.Let us first prove Conjecture 40 when m is a hook n y p, 1 . In
this case the variety X is the set of nilpotent matrices in g with rank atm
w xmost p. We rely on Hesselink's theorem 14 that X is a completem
intersection in the determinantal variety of C of matrices in g of rank atp
most p, cut out by the first p basic G-invariants t for 1 F r F p.r
It is necessary to study an appropriate restriction of the bijection C.
Ž . Ž Ž n..LEMMA 41. Let l, S g I with l g P and let C l, S, 0 s0 k
Ž . X Ž . Ž .l, n , T , where C: I “ I is the bijection gi¤en in 7.1 and 7.2 . Then
Ž . Ž p.cattype S d n y p, 1 if and only if n has at most p nonzero parts.
}
Proof. The following are equivalent:
Ž . Ž p.1. cattype S d n y p, 1 .
}
Ž nyp.2. S N s K k .w1, nyp x
Ž nyp.3. S N is lattice of content k .w1, nyp x
Ž .4. u S s 0 for 1 F r F n y p y 1.r
Ž Ž ..5. u ev S s 0 for p q 1 F r F n y 1.r
6. n has no column of length strictly exceeding p.
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The equivalence of each assertion with the next, is given by definition,
Ž . Ž .Remark 8, Lemma 11, Proposition 12 , and 7.1 .
w xUp pTHEOREM 42. B is a basis for C X .Žnyp, 1 . Žnyp, 1 .
w xUProof. By Lemma 41 it is enough to show that C C has a basis givenp
Y X Ž Ž .. pby the collection B of polynomials z g B cf. 7.5 with S g Il, S, m Žnyp, 1 .
w xand m s 0 for i ) p. It follows from Theorem 23 that C C has a basisi p
consisting of the standard bitableaux with at most p rows. Every polyno-
mial in BX y BY is a linear combination of bitableaux that have more than
Y w xUp rows, and hence vanishes on C . Thus B spans C C . It follows fromp p
Lemma 33 that the polynomials in BY have distinct leading bitableaux
Ywith at most p rows. Therefore B is independent.
8.3. Two Part Partitions
Ž .Now let us consider the case where m is a two part partition n y p, p
where 2 p F n. The variety X is the set of n = n matrices withŽnyp, p.
square zero and rank at most p. The defining ideal of the variety XŽnyp, p.
Ž . Ž .is generated by the p q 1 = p q 1 minors of the generic matrix
Ž .t and the ``ideal of traces,'' generated in degree two by thei j 1F i, jF n
matrix entries of the square of the generic matrix, that is, the elements of
the form Ýn t t for all 1 F r, s F n. These elements of degree twois1 r i i s
w xgenerate an ideal that is the linear span of the polynomials in C g of the
form
n
Ui i<P Q 8.1Ž .Ž .Ý
is1
where P and Q are tableaux of the same partition shape in the alphabets
w x w xU i Ž iU . Ž .n and n , respectively, and P resp. Q is obtained from P resp. Q
Ž X. Ž U .by replacing the entry in a fixed cell s resp. s by the letter i resp. i .
w xThe coordinate ring C X has the multiplicity-free decompositionŽnyp, p.
w x36
ny 2 pC X s S E 8.2Ž . Ž .[Žnyp , p. Ža , a , . . . , a , 0 , ya , ya , . . . , ya .1 2 p p py1 1
a
Ž .l a Fp
EXAMPLE 43. Let n s 7 and k s 3. The unique tableau S of shape
Ž . Ž .6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 and catabolism type 4, 3 is given below.
1 1 1 5 6 7
2 2 2 6 7
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< <LEMMA 44. Let a be a dominant integral weight with a s 0 and let
Ž n.l g P such that l y k s a.k
Ž . Ž n.1 A column strict tableau S of shape l and content k has two part
Ž .catabolism type if and only if its jth and 2k q 1 y j -th columns are
w xrespecti¤ely initial and final complementary subinter¤als of the alphabet n
for 1 F j F k. Hence there is at most one tableau of shape l whose catabolism
type has two parts, and such a tableau exists if and only if a s aU.
Ž .2 A tableau S has two part catabolism type if and only if the corre-
sponding U-in¤ariant z has no traces, that is, n s a s b wherel, S
Ž Ž n.. Ž .C l, S, 0 s l, n , T in the notation of Sections 6 and 7.
Ž .Proof. First consider the backward implication in 1 . Let n y p and p
Ž .be the lengths of the k th and k q 1 -st columns of S, respectively. Since S
has partition shape, its k th column must be weakly longer than its
Ž .k q 1 -st, that is, n y p G p. Furthermore the first k columns of S must
have length at least n y p. By hypothesis they all contain the initial
w x w xinterval 1, n y p of n . It follows that the first part of the catabolism type
of S is equal to n y p. Let a be the shape of the tableau S given in theu
Ž .definition of the catabolism type. Note that l a s p. The shape g of Su
and a are related by g s k y a for 1 F i F p. In terms of thesei pq1yi
Ž nyp . Ž nyp .partitions, S s K 0 , g and S s K 0 , a , a , . . . , a . A directl u p py1 1
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž nyp p.computation shows that P word S word S s K 0 , k , using theu l
fact that two strictly decreasing words commute under Knuth equivalence
if one is a subword of the other. Thus the catabolism type of S is
Ž .n y p, p .
Ž .To prove the forward implication in 1 , let S be a column strict tableau
Ž n. Ž .of shape l and content k with catabolism type n y p, p . This means
Ž nyp. Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž nyp p.that S N s K k and that P word S word S s K 0 , k .w1, nyp x u l
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 11, the juxtaposition word S word S is lattice in the alpha-u l
w x Ž .bet n y p q 1, n , so that its final subword word S is also. Let g sl
Ž . Žg , . . . , g be the shape of the subtableau S where some of these parts1 p l
. Ž nyp .may be zero . Then S s K 0 , g by Remark 8. Furthermore g - k,l 1
Ž pq1.for otherwise S would contain the larger rectangular key tableau K k .
Applying the reverse complement operator a with respect to the alphabet
w x Ž . Ž . Ž .n y p q 1, n to word S word S , it follows from Theorem 2 1 andu l
Ž nyp .Remark 8 that S is the tableau K 0 , k y g , k y g , . . . , k y g , theu 1 2 p
Ž .unique column strict tableau of shape a s k y g , k y g , . . . , k y gp py1 1
Ž nyp .and content 0 , a , a , . . . , a , or equivalently, the unique columnp py1 1
strict tableau of shape a whose jth column consists of a final subinterval
w xof n . It follows that S has the desired form. Note that S , which has atu
most n y p rows by definition, has exactly n y p rows since k y g ) 0,1
so that n y p G p.
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Ž .To finish 1 , note that if S exists then
a s l y k n s a , a , . . . , a , 0 ny2 p , ya , ya , . . . , ya ,Ž . Ž .1 2 p p py1 1
so that a s aU. Conversely, let a be a dominant weight with a s aU. The
Ž .partition a is given by the positive parts of a, and p s l a . Let g and a
be related as above. It has been shown that the column strict tableau S
Ž . Ž .described in 1 has shape l and catabolism type n y p, p .
Ž .To prove 2 , using the explicit form of S determined above, it is easy to
Ž .see that u S is the number of the first k columns of S that have length r,r
Ž . Ž Ž ..for 1 F r F n y 1. By Proposition 12, u S s u ev S . By the defini-r nyr
Ž Ž ..tion of C cf. 7.1 , the number of columns of n of length n y r agrees
with the number of the first k columns of S of length r and the total
number of columns n of n is k. It follows that the shape of S is l and1
Ž Ž ..that the partition n is the shape of the first k columns of S or of ev S .Ä
Therefore the shape l is obtained by placing the shapes n and n side byÄ
Ž Uside. It follows that the partitions a and b defined by a s a q b and
Ž . Ž . .l a q l b F n are both equal to n , and the U-invariant z s j isl, S l, n , T
UŽ Ž . Ž ..given by the bitableau K n N K n .
COROLLARY 45. The catabolism type is a partition.
Ž n.Proof. Let S have shape l, content k , and catabolism type t . By
Ž .tinduction applied to cat S it follows that t G t G ??? . Now S1Žk . 2 3
Ž .N has catabolism type t , t since Knuth equivalence is preservedw1, t qt x 1 21 2
under restriction to intervals. But then t G t by the proof of Lemma 44.1 2
Ž .Conjecture 40 for m s n y p, p follows immediately from Lemma 44
Ž . w xand the decomposition 8.2 of C X .Žnyp, p.
w xUTHEOREM 46. B is a basis for C X .Žnyp, p. Žnyp, p.
Remark 47. In the proofs of Theorems 42 and 46, one can replace
either the proof of spanning or of linear independence by the following
explicit conjectural formula for the Poincare polynomial of isotypic compo-Â
w xnents of C X :m
P q s qchargeŽS . 8.4Ž . Ž .Ýa , m
Ž .shape S sl
nŽ . Ž .content S s k
Ž .cattype S d m}
w xThe special case k s 1 is more or less known 21 although no proof yet
exists in the literature. Technically, in order to make the connection with
w x Ž . Ž . Ý iŽ iy1.m i Ž y1 .t21 one must use the identity for k s 1 P q s q K qa, m l , m
Ž .where K q is the Kostka]Foulkes polynomial. Under this correspon-l, m
w xdence the direction of slicing in our definition is orthogonal to that in 21 .
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Ž . w x Ž .The polynomials P q have a defining recurrence given in 40 6.6 .a, m
The authors have a sign-reversing, weight-preserving involution that shows
Ž .that the right hand side of 8.4 satisfies this recurrence when m is a hook
or has two parts. This proof can be altered slightly to give a combinatorial
Ž .proof of 4.13 . This cancellation is different from that in the proof in
w xLynne Butler's thesis 6 , which clarifies and completes the original argu-
w xment of Lascoux and Schutzenberger 24 . The authors believe this cancel-È
Ž . Ž .lation will prove not only 8.4 for all m, but also a generalization of 8.4
for the Poincare polynomial of isotypic components of the twist of theÂ
w x w xcoordinate ring C X by certain vector bundles 37 . These PoincareÂm
polynomials are q-analogues of Littlewood]Richardson coefficients associ-
ated to sequences of partitions.
Ž . Ž . w xThe form of 8.4 implies that there are polynomials R q g Z qa, m q
Ž . Ž . w xsuch that P q s Ý R q . It is a consequence of 28 that such aa, m n 1 m a, m
w xformula must hold; see 3 .
w x9. UNIVERSAL BASES FOR k Xm
w x9.1. A Z-form for C Xm
For any commutative ring R, we define a graded R-algebra and
Ž .GL R -module A with the property A m R s A for all R andm, R m , Z Z m , R
w xA s k X for any algebraically closed field k. This shows that any basism, k m
for A is universal, meaning that it also gives a basis of A for all Rm, Z m , R
w xand hence for k X for all k. Furthermore it is clear that the actions ofm
the diagonal matrix group are preserved, so that the graded character of
w xk X is independent of the characteristic of the field k.m
Ž .Fix a partition m s m G m G ??? G m ) 0 of n. Let E be the free1 2 s Z
 4Z-module of rank n with basis e , . . . , e . Denote by F the partial flag1 n Z
scheme whose Z-valued points are the partial flags of free Z-submodules
Ž .of E given by F s F ; F ; ??? ; F where dim F s m q ??? qmZ 1 2 sy1 i 1 i
for i s 1, . . . , s. We adopt the convention that F s 0, F s E . The0 s Z
scheme F is constructed by patching together affine spaces. Its dimensionZ
Ž . s Ž .equals d m s Ý m n y m y ??? ym . The scheme F is constructedis1 i 1 i Z
by patching together the open sets U , each isomorphic to the affine spaceI
Ž . Žover Z of dimension d m . The datum I is a sequence I s I ; I ;m m qm1 1 2w x.??? ; I ; 1, n . The cardinality of I is m q ??? qm .m q ??? qm m q ??? qm 1 i1 sy1 1 i
For each I the set U may be identified with the subset of flags of E .I Z
Namely, define the vectors ¤ g E by the formulaj Z
¤ s e q x eÝj j j , s s
sfIm q ? ? ? qm1 i
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for m q ??? qm q 1 F j F m q ??? qm . The functions x are the1 i 1 iq1 j, s
coordinate functions in U . Given a point corresponding to an n-tupleI
Ž .¤ , . . . , ¤ , associate the flag F, where F is the submodule of E1 n i Z
generated by ¤ , . . . , ¤ .1 m q ??? qm1 i
This rule also tells how to identify parts of sets U and U ; the points inI J
U and U are patched together when the corresponding flags are equal.I J
Ž .Next, define the subscheme Z of F = End E byZ m Z Z
Z s F , A N A F ; F , i s 1, . . . , s . 4Ž . Ž .i iy1
Ž .We represent the endomorphism A by its matrix A s a . This meansi, j
n Ž .Ae s Ý a e . Let us fix I. In the open subset U = End E it is easyj is1 i, j i I Z Z
to write down explicit equations of Z. These equations are obtained by
writing A¤ as the linear combination of the vectors ¤ from the appropri-j i
ate m-blocks. The number of these equations equals the codimension of Z
Ž . s Ž .in F = End E , which equals Ý m n y m y ??? ym . The equa-m Z Z is1 i 1 iy1
tions correspond to certain entries a . To understand this correspon-i, j
Ž . w xdence, let us define the index ind i of the element i g 1, n to be the
smallest number m such that i g I .m q ??? qm1 m
Then the defining equations of Z correspond to entries a such thatZ i, j
Ž . Ž .ind i G ind j . The equation corresponding to a is of the formi, j
a s a fÝi , j s , t s , t
Ž . Ž .s , t ; ind s -ind t
where f is a polynomial in the coordinates x .s, t s, t
This means that for the projection p : Z “ F , there is a covering ofZ Z Z
the base for which the preimage of each open affine set U is given by a
Ž .polynomial ring over Spec O U in some of the variables a .i j
Ž .Define X to be the image of the projection q : Z “ End E .m, Z Z Z Z Z
Now let
F s F = Spec R ,R Z Spec Z
End E s End E = Spec R ,Ž . Ž .R R Z Z Spec Z
Z s Z = Spec R .R Z Spec Z
Ž .There are natural projections p : Z “ F and q : Z “ End E .R R R R R R R
Define X to be the image of q . When R is an algebraically closedm, R R
w xfield k, it shown in 28 that X is the nilpotent conjugacy class closurem, k
Ž Ž .. Ž . w xX defined over k. Moreover, q# O Z s O X , and in 28 it is shownm k m
that
H i Z , O Z s 0 for i ) 0. 9.1Ž . Ž .Ž .k k
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Taking global sections, we have
0H Z , O Z ( k X 9.2Ž . Ž .Ž .k k m
since X is affine.m
0Ž Ž .. wLet A be the R-algebra of global sections H Z , O Z . By 10,m, R R R
xSection 6.6 there is an exact sequence
0 “ H i Z , O Z m k “ H i Z , O ZŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Z Z Z k k
“ TorZ H iq1 Z , O Z , k 9.3Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 Z Z
Ž . iŽ Ž ..for algebraically closed fields k. By 9.3 it follows that H Z , O Z s 0Z Z
Ž . Ž .for i ) 0. Setting i s 0 in 9.3 and using i s 1 in 9.1 yields the
0Ž Ž .. 0Ž Ž ..isomorphism H Z , O Z m k ( H Z , O Z . It follows thatZ Z Z k k
A m k ( A 9.4Ž .m , Z Z m , k
Ž .for any field k. In particular, if k is algebraically closed, 9.2 shows that
A m k ( k X . 9.5Ž .m , Z Z m
9.2. Good Filtrations
Let k be an algebraically closed field. We employ the theory of good
w xfiltrations to construct bases of k X from suitable sets of U-invariants,m
again for special m.
w xLet V be a finite dimensional G-module over k. A good filtration 7 of
V is a chain of G-submodules
0 s V ; V ; V ; ??? ; V s V 9.6Ž .0 1 2 m
Ž .jsuch that each factor V rV is isomorphic to a Schur module S E .j jy1 a
Some facts on good filtrations:
Ž .F1 All Schur modules have a good filtration.
Ž .  4F2 If V is a G-module with a filtration V such that V rV has aj j jy1
good filtration for all j, then so does V. In particular, if each of a finite
family of G-modules has a good filtration then so does their direct sum.
Ž .F3 If each of a finite family of G-modules has a good filtration then
w xso does their tensor product 7, 39 . An explicit good filtration for the
w xtensor product of two Schur modules is given in 4 .
Ž . Ž .F4 Although the Schur modules S E are not in general irreduciblea
Ž .in positive characteristics, the notion of the ``multiplicity'' m V of thea
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Ž .Schur module S E in a G-module V still makes sense if V has a gooda
Ž .filtration. Define the nonnegative integers m V bya
ch V s m V ch S E .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý a a
a
The formal character can be written this way since it is additive on exact
sequences and V has a good filtration. Such an expression is necessarily
Ž .unique. The multiplicity m V is also given by the number of j such thata
Ž .  4V rV ( S E , where V is any good filtration of V.j jy1 a j
Žw x.PROPOSITION 48 7, Lemma 3.2.3 . Let V be a finite dimensional
Ž .G-module with a good filtration, V resp. V the span of all submodules1 a 1 a
of V that ha¤e a good filtration whose factors are isomorphic to Schur modules
Ž . Ž . Ž .[m aŽV .S E such that b 1 a resp. b 1 a . Then V rV ( S E .b 1 a 1 a a
The following technical lemma gives a construction of a basis for a
G-module with a good filtration, given a suitable set of U-invariants
realized as images under G-equivariant maps of highest weight vectors in
tensor products of exterior powers. This will be used to construct bases for
w xthe coordinate rings k X for special m.m
For a dominant weight a, write a s a q b U where a and b are
Ž . Ž .partitions with l a q l b F n.
LEMMA 49. Let V be a finite dimensional G-module with a good filtration,
Ž . DŽa . Ž . DŽ b . Ž U .a a dominant weight, m s m V , and c g H E m H E thea a
U  4U¤ector gi¤en by c s e m e . Suppose that J N 1 F i F m is aa K Ža . K Ž b . i
family of G-equi¤ariant maps
J : HDŽa . E m HDŽ b . EU “ VŽ . Ž .i
 Ž . 4such that the set J c N 1 F i F m is linearly independent. Then for each i,i a
Ž .J induces an embedding J : S E “ V rV such that J s [ J :i i a 1 a 1 a ii
Ž .[mS E “ V rV is an isomorphism. Furthermore, a basis fora 1 a 1 a
V rV is gi¤en by1 a 1 a
UJ e m eŽ .i P Qi i
Ž .where 1 F i F m and P , Q is a sequence of complementary pairs ofi i
Ž U .tableaux of type a , b .
DŽa . Ž . DŽ b . Ž U .Proof. Consider the G-module M s H E m H E . Since
Ž .M is the tensor product of Schur modules, it has a good filtration by F1
Ž . Ž . Ž .and F3 . It follows from the LR rule that m M s 1 and that m M ) 0a b
implies b 1 a. Since a G-equivariant map is also equivariant for the action
Ž .of the torus T of diagonal matrices in G, it follows that Im J : V .i 1 a
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Ž .Recall the natural projection d defined by 3.11 . Applying a similara
argument to each of the direct sums of exterior powers that generate the
Ž . Ž .kernel of the map d cf. 3.3 , it follows that J ker d : V . Thus Ja i a 1 a i
Ž .induces a map J : S E “ V rV . In light of Proposition 48 the mapi a 1 a 1 a
mJ s [ J may be viewed as a G-equivariant endomorphism ofiis1
m Ž . Ž .[ S E . However, the only G-equivariant endomorphisms of S Ea ais1
w Ž .xare given by scalar multiplication 7, 1.5.3 . This implies that J is an
Ž .isomorphism, provided that there is a vector ¤ g S E such that itsa
 Ž . 4images J ¤ N 1 F i F m form a linearly independent set in V rV .i 1 a 1 a
Ž . Ž .Let ¤ be the highest weight vector ¤ s d c in S E . By hypothesis, thea a a
 Ž . 4set J ¤ N 1 F i F m is linearly independent and consists of vectors ofi
weight a. But the weight a does not occur the module V . Therefore1 a
 Ž . 4J ¤ N 1 F i F m is linearly independent and J is an isomorphism. Thei
Ž .bass for V rV is a consequence of Remark 16 .1 a 1 a
Ž . w x Ž U .THEOREM 50. 1 The G-module k g s S E m E has a basis gi¤end d
Ž U . Ž . < <by the polynomials of the form J e m e , where l, n , T g I, n s dl, n , T P Q
Ž . Ž U .and P, Q is a complementary pair of type a , b .
Ž . Ž . Ž p.2 When the partition m has the form n y p, p or n y p, 1 the
w xG-module k X has a basis gi¤en by the subset of the abo¤e polynomialsm d
Ž . Ž Ž n.. Ž .such that C l, n , T s l, S, 0 where l, S g I .m
Proof. These results will follow from Lemma 49. The multiplicities
Ž w x. Ž w x.m k g and m k X are independent of the characteristic of k, bya a m
Ž .9.5 .
Ž . w x1 The module k g has an explicit good filtration, given as follows.d
w xThe coarse filtration of k g given by the submodules M has filterd 1 n
Ž . Ž U . < <quotients isomorphic to S E m S E for n s d, by Corollary 24. Butn n
Ž Ž .these factors have explicit good filtrations cf. Property F3 of good
.filtrations .
< <Fix a dominant integral weight a with a s 0; these are the only weights
Ž w x . Ž n.such that m k g ) 0. Let l g P such that l y k s a. Considera d k
Ž . < <the maps J for l, n , T g I with n s d. By the proof of Theoreml, n , T
29, the polynomials j are linearly independent, since they havel, n , T
distinct leading bitableaux that have coefficient 1. Therefore Lemma 49
Ž .applies, proving 1 .
Ž . w x w x2 For any m, the module k X has a good filtration 8, 28 .m d
Ž p. Ž .Suppose that m is the hook n y p, 1 or the two part partition n y p, p .
In arbitrary characteristic, the methods of the proofs of Theorems 46 and
Ž w x .42 show that the elements of B in degree d and weight a are m k Xm a m d
linearly independent U-invariants, Lemma 49 then applies.
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APPENDIX
Except for the proof of Theorem 4, this section contains proofs that
were deferred from Sections 6 and 7. We emphasize that all of the results
Žrelated to the Littlewood]Richardson rule with the exception of the
.notion of p-excessiveness are all well known in one form or another.
Ž . Ž .Proof sketch of Theorem 4. 2 and 6 hold by definition. The proof of
Ž . Ž .3 is straightforward. So is that of 4 , which is seen by computing the
action of s on a pair of words that differ by an elementary Knuthr
Ž .equivalence. To prove 7 it may be assumed that r s s and that u is ar
Ž .single letter, in which case 7 may be verified directly. Let n be the largest
letter of w. For later use, it may be directly verified that in the notation of
Theorem 2,
s w a s s wa for 1 F r F n y 1. A.1Ž . Ž . Ž .r nyr
Ž .For 5 it may be assumed that r s s . Suppose n ) r q 1. Let 1 F i -r 1
??? - i F N be the positions of n in w where N is the length of w. Letm
XŽ .Q w N be the recording tableau whose alphabet is the complementw ny1x
 4 w xof the set i , . . . , i in N . It is well known in the folklore of the1 m
Robinson]Schensted]Knuth correspondence that
Q w s P word QX w N i i ??? i .Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /w ny1x 1 2 m
Ž . XŽŽ . . XŽ Ž .. XŽ .By 6 and induction, Q s w N s Q s w N s Q w N . Itr w ny1x r w ny1x w ny1x
Ž . Ž .follows that Q s w s Q w . So it may be assumed that n s r q 1. Nowr
Ž Ž .. ŽŽ . . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .ev Q s w s Q s w a s Q s wa and ev Q w s Q wa by Theo-r r 1
Ž . Ž .rem 2 3 and 10.1 , so it may be assumed that r s 1. By the previous
Ž .reduction it may be assumed that n s 2. In this easy situation 5 may be
Ž .verified directly. For 1 the only nontrivial relation to check is s s s sa b a
s s s where b s a q 1. Let I be the set of positions in w occupied byb a b
 4 Ž .letters not in the interval a, b, b q 1 . By 6 , I is also the corresponding
sets of positions for s s s w and s s s w. Thus it may be assumed that wa b a b a b
 4is a word in the alphabet a, b, b q 1 . For convenience let a s 1 and
b s 2. By the bijectivity of the Robinson]Schensted]Knuth correspon-
Ž . Ž .dence it is enough to check that P s s s w s P s s s w . In particular1 2 1 2 1 2
we may replace w by any Knuth-equivalent word. First choose w to be the
column-reading word of a column-strict tableau of partition shape. Since
any column of height 3 must remain invariant under both s and s , such1 2
columns may be removed so that the tableau w has two rows. Now choose
w to be the row-reading word of a two-rowed tableau in the alphabet
 41, 2, 3 . Let w s u¤ where ¤ and u are the first and second rows of this
Ž .tableau, so that u contains no ones. By 7 we may replace w s u¤ by ¤u
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Ž .and then by a previous reduction by the row-reading word of P ¤u . But
Ž .note that the second row of the tableau P ¤u can only contain threes. So
now assume that w s uX ¤ X where ¤ X and uX are the first and second rows of
 4 Xa column-strict tableau in the alphabet 1, 2, 3 such that u consists only of
Ž . X Xthrees. Again by 7 we may replace w by ¤ u which is a weakly increasing
Ž .word. But a word w is weakly increasing if and only if Q w is a one-row
Ž . Ž .tableau. By 2 and 5 this means both s s s w and s s s w are weakly1 2 1 2 1 2
increasing words of the same content and hence must be equal.
We require yet another description of the Littlewood]Richardson
multiplicities. The following notion of pictures is taken from Zelevinsky
w x w x42 whose definition was inspired by that in 17 . Consider the partial
orders on the set Z2 given byq
i , j e i , j if i F i and j F jŽ . Ž .1 1 o 2 2 1 2 1 2}
i , j e i , j if i F i and j G j .Ž . Ž .1 1 q 2 2 1 2 1 2}
Ž .Note that partition diagrams resp. skew diagrams are precisely the finite
2 Ž .subsets of Z that are initial resp. convex with respect to the order e .q o}
Consider the following linear extensions of the partial order e :q}
i , j - s i , j if i - i or i s i and j ) jŽ . Ž .1 1 w 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
i , j - s i , j if j ) j or j s j and i - i .Ž . Ž .1 1 w 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Let D and DX be finite subsets of Z2 . A picture is a bijection f : D “ DXq
Ž . Ž . Xsuch that for all x, y g D with xe y, f x F s f y , and for all x, y g Dq w}
y1Ž . y1Ž . Ž X.with xe y, f x F s f y . Let PIC D, D be the set of picturesq w}
D “ DX.
w x XTHEOREM 51 42 . Let D and D be skew diagrams. Then
X
X² :S E , S E s PIC D , D .Ž . Ž . Ž .D D
Let us compare Theorem 51 with Corollary 18 using standard tableaux
w xas an intermediate set. The following definition is due to White 41 ; this
w xparticular description is taken from 31 .
Ž .Let the reverse row labelling RL D of the skew shape D be the
< <labelling of the cells of D by the numbers 1 through D that proceeds
from right to left in the first row, then right to left in the second row, etc.
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Ž . Ž .If Q is a standard tableau, let row Q and col Q be the row andi i
Ž .column indices for the cell of Q that contains i. Say that a skew standard
Ž . < <tableau Q is RL D -compatible if it has D cells and
Ž .1. If j is just to the left of i in the same row of RL D , then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .row j F row i and col j ) col i , andQ Q Q Q
Ž . Ž .2. If j lies just below i in the same column of RL D , then row j )Q
Ž . Ž . Ž .row i and col j F col i .Q Q Q
Ž X . Ž X.Let RCMP D, D be the set of RL D -compatible tableaux of shape D.
X Ž . Ž X. Ž X .EXAMPLE 52. Let D s 53210 . RL D and a RL D -compatible
Ž . Ž .tableau Q of shape 86443 r 54320 are given below.
I I I I I 3 4 55 4 3 2 1 I I I I 2 88 7 6XRL D s Q sŽ . I I I 110 9 I I 7 1011 6 9 11
Remark 53. It can be shown from the definitions that the sets
Ž X. Ž X .PIC D, D and RCMP D, D are in bijection by sending the map f g
Ž X. Ž X. Ž ..PIC D, D to the tableau Q g RCMP D, D such that the letters Q s
Ž X.Ž Ž .. w xand RL D f s coincide for all s g D 11 .
Remark 54. The notion of picture and compatible tableau have equiva-
lent ``transpose'' formulations as well. Replacing the total order F inS w
the definition of picture by F produces the same set of maps. LetsW
Ž .CL D be the reverse column labelling of D, given by labelling the cells of
< <D with the numbers 1 through D , from top to bottom in each column,
Ž .starting with the rightmost. Say that the standard tableau Q is CL D -
Ž .compatible if the conditions in the definition of RL D -compatibility hold
Ž . Ž . Ž X. Ž X.with RL D replaced by CL D . Let CCMP D, D be the set of CL D
Ž X .compatible tableaux of shape D. There is a bijection PIC D, D “
Ž X . Ž . Ž X.Ž Ž ..CCMP D, D with f ‹ Q such that the letters Q s and CL D f s
w xcoincide for all s g D. More general reading orders are considered in 11 .
Ž .Given a skew column strict tableau T , the Schensted standardization
w x Ž .34 std T of T is the standard tableau S of the same shape as T obtained
by replacing the 1's in T from left to right, then the 2's in T from left to
< Ž . <right, etc., by the numbers 1 through shape T . The tableau Q in Example
52 is the standardization of the tableau T in Example 9.
w xRemark 55. Let lrm and srt be skew shapes. It is shown in 35 that
the standardization map gives a bijection
LRT lrm , s y t “ CMP lrm , srtŽ . Ž .t
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Thus the notions of a Littlewood]Richardson tableau, a compatible
tableau, and a picture are all equivalent.
Here is a convenient criterion for a tableau with weakly increasing rows
to be column strict and t-lattice.
PROPOSITION 56. Let w s ??? w2 w1 be the concatenation of weakly
increasing words w r.
1. w is the row-reading word of a column strict tableau of shape lrm
Ž r .where w is the r th row of the tableau if and only if the total number of
letters in the subword w r equals l y m andr r
m q m w r q m w r q ??? qm w rŽ . Ž . Ž .r 1 2 iy1
G m q m w rq1 q m w rq1 q ??? qm w rq1 A.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .rq1 1 2 i
Ž r .for all i, r G 1, where m w is the multiplicity of the letter i in the subwordi
w r. This condition says that the letters i in row r q 1 lie beneath letters strictly
less than i in row r.
2. w is t-lattice of content s y t if and only if the total multiplicity of the
letter i in all of the subwords w r is equal to s y t andi i
t q m w1 q m w2 q ??? qm w iy1Ž . Ž . Ž .r r r r
G t q m w1 q m w2 q ??? qm w i A.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .rq1 rq1 rq1 rq1
for all i, r G 1.
Change of notation. Let us introduce new notation for the recording
tableau for the column insertion version of the Robinson]
Schensted]Knuth correspondence. For a sequence w s ??? w2 w1 of weakly
r Ž .increasing words w , let Q w denote the column strict tableau such that
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž r 2 1.shape Q w N s shape P w ??? w w for all r G 1. This supercedesw r x
Ž .the definition of Q w in Section 2.
We now give an assortment of bijections between sets of LR tableaux.
1. There is a bijection
LRT lrm , s y t “ LRT srt , l y m A.4Ž . Ž . Ž .t m
defined by T ‹ U where U has shape srt and weakly increasing rows,
such that the multiplicity of the letter j in the ith row of U equals the
multiplicity of the letter i in the jth row of T. This is a well-defined
Ž . Ž .bijection by Proposition 56. It has the property that P U s Q T and
Ž . Ž . Ž .Q U s P T . If T represents a picture f via Remarks 53 and 55 then U
represents the picture fy1.
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Ž n.2. Suppose s is contained in the rectangular partition m . Let s beÄ
Ž n. U Ž .the partition m y s s m y s , . . . , m y s . We claim that there is an 1
bijection
LRT lrm , s “ LRT lrm , mn y s A.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÄsÄ
given by U s w T , where w is the plactic operator corresponding to the0 0
longest permutation on n letters. Note that T is a column strict tableau of
shape lrm and content s if and only if U is a column strict tableau of
Ž n. Ž . Ž .shape lrm and content m y s , by Theorem 4 3 and 2 . AlsoÄ
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .P U s P w T s w P T by Theorem 4 4 . Note that T is lattice of0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .content s , if and only if P T s K s by Remark 8 , if and only if
Ž . ŽŽ n. . Ž . Ž .w P T s K m y s by direct calculation , if and only if w P T isÄ0 0
Ž n. Ž .s-lattice of content m y s by Remark 8 , if and only if U is s-latticeÄ Ä Ä
Ž n. Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .of content m y s by P U s w P T , Lemma 11, and K1 in Sec-Ä 0
.tion 2 . This shows that the map is well defined, but also that U ‹ w U0
gives a well-defined map in the opposite direction. These maps are inverse
Ž .by Theorem 4 1 .
3. Given the skew diagrams D and DX having n rows and m columns,
respectively, define the diagram D m DX to be the skew shape given by the
Ž Ž .. Ž X Ž ..union D q 0, m j D q n, 0 of the union of the translation of D by
m columns to the right, with the translation of DX by n columns down-
wards. If T and T X are column strict tableaux of shapes D and DX,
respectively, then let T m T X be the obvious column strict tableau of shape
D m DX. Then a bijection
LRT lrm , s y t “ LRT lrm m t , s A.6Ž . Ž . Ž .t
Ž .is given by T ‹ T m K t . It is immediate that this gives a well-defined
X Ž . Xinjection. Conversely, if T m T g LRT lrm m t , s with T and T of
Ž X. Ž . Ž X .shapes lrm and t , respectively, then word T m T s word T word T is
lattice. This implies that T X is lattice. But the shape of T X is the partition
X Ž .t , so T s K t by Remark 8. It follows that T must be t-lattice of content
s , showing that the map is surjective.
Finally, suppose that D and DX are skew shapes such that their side-by-
side juxtaposition DDX is also a skew shape. Let srt be a third skew
shape. Then there is an injection
LRT DDX , s y t “ LRT D m DX , s y t A.7Ž . Ž . Ž .t t
Ž X .defined as follows. Any tableau in LRT DD , s y t can be writtenn
uniquely as the side-by-side juxtaposition ST of skew tableaux S and T of
shapes D and DX, respectively. Then let ST ‹ S m T. The tableaux ST
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and S m T have the same column-reading word and S m T is column
Ž .strict, so the map is a well-defined injection by Lemma 11 and K2 in
Section 2. The image of this injection is clearly the set of tableaux
Ž X .S m T g LRT D m D , srt such that ST is a column strict tableau oft
shape DDX. In particular, if D is the 180-degree rotation of the diagram of
a partition and DX is the diagram of a partition, then the map is bijective,
Ž . Ž .since any letter in the r th row of S resp. T is at most r resp. at least r ,
Ž .by the column strictness and shape of S resp. T .
Proof. Proof of Lemma 30 and the properties of the bijection b givenT
Ž . X Ž n.in Remark 27: Let l, S, m g I with l g P . Let a s l y k and ak
Ž . Ž . Uand b be partitions such that l a q l b F n and a q b s a. Recall
Ž n. nthat S is a column strict tableau of shape l and content k and m g Z .q
Ž . qThe partition n is defined by 7.1 . The partition l was defined by
q Ž n. ŽŽ .n. Ž q.l s a q n s l q n y k . Note that the part of D l that lies1 1
ÄŽ .outside the rectangle R is a translate of D a . Let b be the partition
Ž .obtained from the 180-degree rotation of the skew diagram R y D b
Ž n.where R s n . Consider the following sets of tableaux.1
Ž . Ž Ž n..1 LRT l, k .nÄ
Ž . Ž q . Ž q Ž . .2 LRT l , R s LRT l , R q n y n .Ä Än nÄ Ä
Ž . Ž q .3 LRT l rn , R y n .Ä ÄnÄ
Ž . Ž q .4 LRT l rn , n .Ä
ÄŽ . Ž .5 LRT brn m a , n .Ä
ÄŽ . Ž .6 LRT brn , n y a .Äa
ÄŽ . Ž .7 PIC brn , nra .Ä
ÄŽ . Ž .8 PIC nra , brn .Ä
Ž . Ž .The maps going from each set to the next are as follows. 1 “ 2 :
q q ŽŽ .n.S ‹ S where S is obtained by adjoining the tableau K n y k to1
the left of S. Clearly Sq has the correct shape and content. Using
Ž q. Ž .column-reading words, it is easy to check that u S s u S for allr r
q Ž . Ž .1 F r F n y 1. Thus S is n-lattice by Lemma 11. 2 “ 3 : This map isÄ
Ž .given by the removal of the subtableau K n . To show this is a well-de-Ä
fined bijection, we realize it in a different way by the following composi-
Ž q . ŽŽ . q.tion of bijections: P g LRT l , R to Q g LRT R q n rn , l to R gÄ ÄnÄ
q Ã q qŽŽ . . Ž . ŽLRT Rrn m n , l to R g LRT Rrn , l y n to U g LRT l rn ,Ä Ä Ä Ä Än nÄ Ä
. Ž . Ž .R y n given by the maps LR-inverse , A.7 , the removal of the rightÄ
Ž . Ž .tensor factor K n , and LR-inverse . We claim that every tableau P gÄ
Ž q . Ž . Ž .LRT l , R contains K n as a subtableau. Note that P contains K n ifÄ ÄnÄ
the multiplicity of the letter r in the r th row of P is at least n for all r,Är
which holds if the same is true for Q by Proposition 56. R must have the
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Ã ÃŽ . Ž .form R m K n , so Q s RK n . This shows that Q has the desiredÄ Ä
ÃŽ .property and hence that P contains K n . In passing from Q to R theÄ
ÃŽ .letters of K n are removed, so the LR-inverse U of R differs from theÄ
Ã Ž .LR-inverse P of Q s RK n by the removal of n letters r from the r thÄ Är
Ž .row. That is, U is obtained from P by the removal of the subtableau K n .Ä
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 “ 4 : A.5 . 4 “ 5 : The injection A.7 . 5 “ 6 : Removal of the
Ž . Ž . Ž .second tensor factor K a . 6 “ 7 : Given by the maps in Remarks 55
Ž . Ž .and 53. 7 “ 8 : Send every function to its inverse.
Ž . Ž .The bijections from set 1 to 4 prove Lemma 30. Given T g
Ž q . Ž .LRT l rn , n there is a corresponding picture in set 8 . The bijectionÄ
b : nra “ nrb is given by composing this picture with the 180-degreeT
Ärotation, which sends the skew diagram brn into nrb. The propertiesÄ
Ž . Ž . Ž .B2 , B3 , and B4 of Remark 27 follow from Remark 53, 54, and the
definition of a picture.
Ž . XWe now begin the proof of Lemma 32. Let l, S, m g I and
Ž . Ž .C l, S, m s l, n , T .
First, note that if T is p-excessive or if m ) 0, then n has a column ofp
Ž .length p. If m ) 0 then by 7.1 n y n ) 0 so that n has a column ofp p pq1
Ž .length p. If T is p-excessive, then the letter 1 appears in the n q 1 y p -th
row of T. The column strictness of T implies that the cell just above this
letter 1 is in the inner shape n of the skew shape lqrn of T. It followsÄ Ä
that n has a column of length n y p. Likewise n has a column of length p.Ä
Thus for either direction in the proof of Lemma 32, we may assume that
n has a column of length p and that n has a column of length n y p. LetÄ
ÃŽ .n resp. n be the partitions obtained by removing a column of length pÃ Ä
Ž . Ž .resp. n y p from n resp. n . If T is a p-excessive tableau of shapeÄ
q Ã q n ÃŽ Ž ..D s l rn , let T denote the tableau of shape D s l y 1 rn ob-ÃÄ Ä
Ž .tained by removing the letter p q 1 y r from the n q 1 y r -th row of T.
w xWe require Sagan and Stanley's internal row insertion 33 . Define the
operator J on column strict tableaux T of the skew shape lqrn as follows.Ä
Let T s T. Let T be the tableau resulting from the internal insertionp ry1
Ž .on the tableau T at the cell n q 1 y r, n q 1 , for r going from pÄr nq1yr
Ž .down to 1. Define J T s T .0
Ž .EXAMPLE 57. Consider the triple l, n , T in Example 26. The tableau
T is p-excessive for p s 3. The underlined letter in T indicates ther
starting cell for the internal row insertion that produces T .ry1
I I I I I 1 1 1
I I I I 1 2
I I I 1T s3
I I 2 3
2 3 4
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I I I I I 1 1 1
I I I I 1 2
I I I I
T s2 I I 1 3
2 2 4
3
I I I I I 1 1 1
I I I I 1 2
I I I I




I I I I I 1 1 1
I I I I 1 2
I I I I




LEMMA 58. Suppose T is a column strict tableau of shape D and content
Ž . Ž p. X Xn . Then T is p-excessi¤e and lattice if and only if J T s K 1 m T where T
Ã Xis lattice of shape D and content n . In this case T s T .ÃÃ
Proof. If T is p-excessive, then it is not hard to see that for each
1 F r F p, the bumping path of the internal insertion that takes T tor
Ž . Ž .T consists of the letters 1, 2, . . . , p cf. Example 57 , and that J T sry1
Ž p.K 1 m T . The latticeness of T follows from that of T by Proposi-Ã Ã
tion 56. Conversely, if T X is lattice of content n thenÄ
P T s P J T s P K 1 p T X s P K 1 p P T XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
s P K 1 p K n s K n . A.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã
Ž .The first equality holds by Lemma 61 1 . The second holds by assumption.
Ž .The third holds by the definition of P . The fourth holds by Remark 8.
Ž .The fifth equality follows from a trivial direct computation. From A.8 and
Remark 8 it follows that T is lattice. A careful examination of the
Ž .calculation of J T shows that the only way that one obtains the output
Ž p. Xtableau K 1 m T is if the bumping path in passing from T to Tr ry1
consists of the letters 1, 2, . . . , p, for each 1 F r F p. It follows that T s Tp
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had to be p-excessive. The fact that T X s T follows from the forwardÃ
direction, since we now know that T is p-excessive.
Say that the tableau U is p-antiexcessi¤e if the leftmost letter in the
Ž .n q 1 y r -th row of U is n q 1 y r, for 1 F r F p. Note the asymmetry
between the definitions of p-excessiveness and p-antiexcessiveness. If U is
Ãp-antiexcessive of shape D, let U denote the tableau of shape D obtainedÏ
Ž .by removing the letter n q 1 y r from the n q 1 y r -th row of U for
1 F r F p.
LEMMA 59. Let U be a column strict tableau of shape D and content
Ž . Ž .rev n . Then U is p-antiexcessi¤e and n-lattice if and only if J U sÄ
nyp p X X ÃÃŽ . Ž .K 0 , 1 m U where U is n-lattice of shape D and content rev n . In thisÄ Ã
case U X s U .Ï
Ž .Proof. Define the sequence of tableaux U s U , U , . . . , U s J U asp py1 0
in the definition of J. Suppose that U is p-antiexcessive and n-lattice. It isÄ
not hard to see that for 1 F r F p, the bumping path of the internal
insertion that computes U from U consists of the letters n q 1 yry1 r
Ž .p, . . . , n always occurring at the left end of their respective rows and that
Ž . Ž nyp p. Ž .J U s K 0 , 1 m U cf. Example 60 below . All of the properties ofÏ
X ÃU s U are trivially verified except its n-latticeness, which follows fromÏ Ä
X Ã Ž .Proposition 56. Conversely, if U is n-lattice of content rev n , thenÄ Ã
P U s P J U s P K 0 nyp , 1 p U X s P K 0 nyp , 1 p P U XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
nyp p Ãs P K 0 , 1 K rev n s K rev n . A.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÄŽ .Ž .
Ž .The first equality holds by Lemma 61 1 . The second holds by assumption.
Ž .The third holds by the definition of P . The fourth holds by Remark 8.
Ž .The fifth holds by a direct computation. From A.9 and Remark 8 it
Ž .follows that T is lattice. Again by examining the computation of J U it
follows that U is p-antiexcessive. From the forward direction we see that
XU s U .Ï
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 60. Let l, n , T be as in Example 57. We calculate J U for
Ž . Ž .the tableau U s w T , which has shape D, content rev n , and is n-lattice.Ä0
I I I I I 2 5 5
I I I I 3 4
I I I 3U s U s3
I I 4 4
5 5 5
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I I I I I 2 5 5
I I I I 3 4
I I I I
U s2 I I 3 4
4 5 5
5
I I I I I 2 5 5
I I I I 3 4
I I I I




I I I I I 2 5 5
I I I I 3 4
I I I I




Ž . Ž . Ž p.« : Suppose that T is p-excessive. Then J T s K 1 m T andÃ
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .T g LRT D, n , by Lemma 58. We have l, n , T g I. LetÃ ÃÄ Ã
y1 Ã q ÃqŽ . Ž . Ž .C l,n , T s l, S, m . Let S resp. S be the tableaux obtainedÃÃ Ã
ŽŽ .n. Ž ŽŽ .n. ŽŽby adjoining the tableau K n y k resp. K n y k s K n yÃ1 1 1
n Ã q. .. Ž . Ž . Ž .k y 1 to the left of S resp. S . We have w T s S y K n andÄ0
Ãq ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .w T s S y K n by 7.2 and the fact that w is an involution. WeÃ Ä0 0
want to apply the converse direction of Lemma 59 to the tableaux
Ž . X Ž . XU s w T and U s w T . First the hypotheses for U in Lemma 59Ã0 0
X ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .must be verified. We have shape U s shape T s D by Theorem 4 3 .Ã
Ž X. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Now P U s P w T s w P T s w K n s K rev n by Theo-Ã Ã0 0 0
X ÃŽ .rem 4 4 and Remark 8. This shows that U is n-lattice, again by RemarkÄ
8.
Ž . Ž nyp p. XNext, to apply Lemma 59 we must show that J U s K 0 , 1 m U ;
Ž Ž .. Ž nyp p. Ž .that is, the two tableaux J w T and W s K 0 , 1 m w T agree.Ã0 0
To check this, by the bijectivity of the Robinson]Schensted]Knuth corre-
spondence it suffices to verify that the two tableaux have the same P and
Q tableaux
P J w T s P w T s w P T s w K n s K rev nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0 0
A.10Ž .
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Ž . Ž .by Lemma 61 1 , Theorem 4 4 , and Remark 8. We have
ÃP w T s w P T s w K n s K rev n A.11Ã Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã ÃŽ . Ž .Ž .ž /0 0 0
Ž .by Theorem 4 4 , Remark 8, and direct computation. Finally we have
P W s P K 0 nyp , 1 p P w TÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /0
s P K 0 nyp , 1 p K rev n s K rev n A.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ã
Ž . Ž . Ž .by the definition of P , A.11 , and direct computation. By A.10 and
Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... Ž Ž .. Ž .A.12 we see that P J w T s K rev n s P W , so that the P0
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž Ž ..tableaux of J w T and W agree. Let Q s Q J w T . We know that0 0
Ž Ž Ž ...both the shapes of Q and P J w T are equal to n . Now0
Q s Q J w T s Q w J T s Q J TŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
s Q K 1 p m T s Q T q V A.13Ã ÃŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .
where V is the skew tableau of shape nrn whose r th row consists of theÃ
Ž . Ž .single letter n q r for 1 F r F p. A.13 holds by Lemma 61 2 , Theorem
Ž . Ž Ž p..4 5 , and the fact that word K 1 is a strictly decreasing sequence, which
implies that the letters n q 1 through n q p must appear in distinct rows
Ž . Ž Ž ..of Q from top to bottom in the shape nrn s shape Q rshape Q T . WeÃÃ
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..know that shape Q W s shape P W s n . We have
Q W s Q K 0 nyp , 1 p m w T s Q w T q V s Q T q V ,Ã Ã ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž Ž .0 0
A.14Ž .
Ž . Ž Ž nyp p..again due to Theorem 4 5 and the fact that word K 0 , 1 is a strictly
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž Ž ... Ž .decreasing word. But A.13 and A.14 show that Q J w T s Q TÃ0
Ž . Ž Ž ..q V s Q W , so that the Q tableaux of J w T and W agree. Therefore0
Ž Ž .. Ž nyp p. Ž .J w T s W s K 0 , 1 m w T . Finally Lemma 59 applies, withÃ0 0
Ž . X Ž . Ž .U s w T and U s w T . It follows that w T is p-antiexcessive andÃ0 0 0
q Ãq ÃŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .that w T s w T . We have S y K n s S y K n . It follows thatÃÏ Ä Ï Ä0 0
Ã Ž .S s S. Then by 7.1 , m s m for i / p and 0 F m s m y 1, so thatÃ Ãi i p p
m ) 0.p
Ž . n¥ : Conversely, suppose that m ) 0. Let m g Z be defined byÃp q
Ž . Ž X.m s m for i / p and m s m y 1. Let C l, S, m s l, n , T whereÃ Ã Ã Ãi i p p
X ÃŽ . Ž .T g LRT D, n . It is enough to show that the tableaux J T and Y sÃ
Ž p. XK 1 m T are equal. For then an application of the converse direction of
Lemma 58 using T and T X would show that T is p-excessive and T X s T .Ã
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .To show J T s Y it is enough to prove that P J T s P Y and
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Ž Ž .. Ž .shape J T s shape Y . We have
P J T s P T s K n s P K 1 p K nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã
s P K 1 p m T X s P Y A.15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
q ÃqŽ . Ž .by Lemma 61 1 , Remark 8, and direct computation. Let S resp. S be
ŽŽ .n. Ž ŽŽthe tableau obtained by adjoining the tableau K n y k resp. K n yÃ1
.n. ŽŽ .n.. Ž . qk s K n y k y 1 to the left of S. Then we have w T s S y1 0
X Ãq ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .K n and w T s S y K n by 7.2 and the fact that w is an involution.Ä Ä0 0
Ž . Ž X.It is not hard to see that w T is p-antiexcessive and that w T s0 0
Ž Ž .. Ž . X Ž X.w T . By Lemma 59 with U s w T and U s w T it follows thatÏ0 0 0
Ž Ž .. Ž nyp p. Ž X.J w T s K 0 , 1 m w T . We have0 0
Q J T s Q w J T sQ J w T sQ K 0 nyp , 1 p mw T XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0 0
s Q w T X q V s Q T X q V s Q K 1 p m T X s Q Y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0
A.16Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .with V as before. A.16 holds by Theorem 4 5 , Lemma 61 2 , and the
Ž Ž nyp p.. Ž Ž p..fact that word K 0 , 1 and word K 1 are strictly decreasing se-
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .quences. By A.15 and A.16 , P J T s P Y an Q J T s Q Y , so
Ž .that J T s Y. This concludes the proof of Lemma 32.
Ž .LEMMA 61. 1 Internal insertions preser¤e Knuth equi¤alence.
Ž .2 Internal insertion commutes with plactic permutations.
Proof. Let T be a column strict tableau of shape lrm in the alphabet
Ž .A, w a permutation on the set A, and s a cell of the form i, m q 1 . Let Ii
be the internal insertion operation at s. Let SX be any column strict
 4tableau of shape m j s in an alphabet B whose letters are declared to be
less than those of A. Let x be the letter of B ejected and S the tableau
X Ž . Xresulting from the reverse row insertion on S at s. We have P Sx s S .
Ž .Now let a be any word in the alphabet B q A such that P a s S q T ,
the column strict tableau of shape l in the alphabet B q A whose
restrictions to the alphabets B and A are given by S and T , respectively.
Ž . X Ž . Ž w x.Then it follows that P ax s S q I T cf. 33 ; that is, internal row
insertions can be emulated by ordinary row insertions using an alphabet
Ž . X Ž .augmented by smaller letters. Restricting the equation P ax s S q I T
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .to the alphabet A, we have T ( I T , proving 1 . Now P wa s w S q T
Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . .s S q w T by Theorem 4 4 and 6 . Again we have P wa x s
X Ž Ž .. ŽŽ . . Ž Ž .. Ž .S q I w T . On the other hand, P wa x s P w ax s wP ax
Ž X Ž .. X Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .s w S q I T s S q w I T by Theorem 4 4 and 6 . Therefore
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .w I T s I w T , proving 2 .
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